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ABSTRACT

Oliver Liombe Molua: Security and Privacy Aspects of Cloud, Edge, and Fog Paradigms
Master of Science Thesis
Tampere University
Information Technology
December 2021

Information security and privacy is one aspect of the information technology sector that cur-
rently attracts a lot of research interest. From Cloud computing to Edge computing and then Fog
computing, all forming a unique ecosystem but with different architectures, networks, storage, and
other capabilities. The heterogeneity of this ecosystem also comes with certain issues, particularly
security and privacy challenges. Therefore, this thesis is research-oriented and mainly focused
on Systematic Literature Review (SLR) of other research papers based on security and privacy in
Cloud, Edge, Fog paradigms. The thesis aims at identifying similarities, differences, attacks, and
countermeasures in the various paradigms mentioned.

We performed an SLR to choose articles centered specifically on security and privacy in Cloud,
Edge, and Fog paradigms, using modified PRISMA-2009 guidelines. The research articles were
released between 2005 and 2021 within the recognized academic databases, some other articles
were selected which were published before 2005. We selected 77 studies after carefully examin-
ing the issued works to assist in responding to the established research questions (RQs). Several
databases were used as the main libraries of information for the systematic literature review. The
generated criteria for inclusion/exclusion were applied in the selection process of works of liter-
ature. A modified version of the PRISMA-2009 checklist to suit the objective was used as the
defined methodology.

The systematic literature review outcome pointed out several security and privacy challenges.
The presented results outlined some important similarities and differences in Cloud, Edge, and
Fog computing paradigms. Some other threats and vulnerabilities were found relating to the in-
dividual paradigms. The SLR outcome also reveals that the heterogeneity of such an ecosystem
does have issues and poses a great setback in the deployment of security and privacy mecha-
nisms to counter security attacks and privacy leakages. Different deployment techniques were
found in the review studies as ways to mitigate and enhance security and privacy shortcomings.
Other discoveries relating to the strengthening of information confidentiality, integrity, and avail-
ability were seen in the systematic literature reviews envisioning the future research pathways to
be performed.

Keywords: Cloud paradigm, Edge paradigm, Fog paradigm, Information Security, Privacy, system-
atic literature review, vulnerabilities, attacks, countermeasures
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Review Objectives

The continuous growth in technology, especially with the massive migration to Cloud,

Edge, and Fog paradigm coupled with the extensive integration of Internet of Things (IoT)

technologies in homes and work environments, creates great concern for security and

privacy. Weak security and privacy implementation mean potential threats from attackers.

These threats can be security attacks or privacy leakages.

This thesis is research-oriented, and its primary objective is focused on the systematic

literature review of other research papers based on security and privacy in Cloud, Edge,

and Fog paradigms. An overview is taken on the challenges and countermeasures in-

volved. The thesis also aims at identifying similarities, differences, attacks, and coun-

termeasures in Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms. This will help develop proposals for

possible future improvements in the facet of security and privacy.

1.2 Overview and Analysis of Paradigms

We will be examining the general overview of three different Paradigms: Cloud, Edge, and

Fog Paradigms. This will focus on security and privacy aspects. From a layman’s perspec-

tive, one may think that Cloud, Edge, and Fog are strongly or almost the same paradigms,

but we will carefully present some similarities and differences for these paradigms. For

clarity and consistency, each paradigm is carefully discussed separately concisely. The

reason for discussing each of these paradigms is to have an overview that will guide

our understanding of the research goal for this thesis, which is primarily the information

security and privacy aspects for each paradigm.

The goal of having a huge capacity for storage with efficient scalability has recently been

the driving force for different companies, organizations, and small firms to switch to Cloud,

Edge, and Fog Paradigms. Interestingly, the aspect of security and other issues regarding

privacy, in particular, becomes a matter of concern when Cloud providers holding large
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amounts of data and essential applications share it with customers [1]. As a result of these

concerns, security and privacy issues arise to present major problems in Cloud, Edge,

and Fog paradigms. Currently, the biggest attention in each computing model is about

protecting the privacy of users (essential data) from unauthorized groups or individuals

gaining access and hindering attacks. Moreover, the keeping of data integrity intact and

also maintaining it is a very vital aspect. This research takes an approach to review the

security and privacy aspect in Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms [2].

The rapid and ever-increasing need for Cloud, Edge, and Fog Computing is a great chal-

lenge when it comes to protecting personal information (privacy) and other important

data [3]. Cloud customers possess legitimacy to their individual information and data (in

other words, users should have the right as to how, when, and to the certain defined range

that persons can gain access to their personal information) [4]. Importantly, five different

features relating to security and privacy aspects are raised here in any order: integrity,

accountability, confidentiality, availability, and the preservation of privacy [4, 5, 6]. This

thesis focuses on how security in Cloud, Edge, and Fog Computing systems is provided

and how users’ privacy is protected from attackers. Essentially, the vision here is to render

a holistic management style for personal data at the global centers hosting Edge, Fog,

and Cloud. It is noteworthy that clients’ data confidentiality must be preserved, which is

only possible by acquiring access control and monitoring devices. Figure 3.1 shows that

acting in place of customers (data proprietor), a Trusted Third Party can gain access to

stored data in the cloud to control information. Customers could also be provided with

special tools to facilitate the monitoring and accessibility with control over their data [7].

1.3 Review Methodology

Recently, there has been a sharp, universal shift from traditional operations in organiza-

tions to embracing innovations such as Cloud Computing and other paradigms. These

different paradigms, such as Cloud, Edge, and Fog Computing, have many academic

studies and reviews from students and researchers. It is greatly difficult or if not very

challenging for different Information and Communication Technology (ICT) engineers, re-

searchers, and students to generally match up with the ever-growing pace of new journals,

literature, and article reviews. One important area concerning the various paradigms is

the security and privacy aspect, which we shall systematically review based on PRISMA

guidelines. This review is essential because it provides the opportunity to see into gaps

of other journals after carefully examining them, thereby making room for improvement

with proposed solutions. This is considered a more efficient way of getting a “baseline”

on what was right and what wasn’t right [8].

Moving forward, it is of opt-most importance that we take a glimpse at the overall idea of
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a Systematic Literature Review (SLR). Firstly, we shall be answering the question, what

is SLR by defining it. According to Denyer David and Tranfield David, "Systematic re-

view is a specific methodology that locates existing studies, selects and evaluates

contributions, analyses and synthesizes data, and reports the evidence in such a

way that allows reasonably clear conclusions to be reached about what is and is

not known" [9].

Selected 
studies

Beginning

Finishing

Execution: Systematic 
literature review

Article analysis and data 
extraction

Figure 1.1. Summarised methodological research process [10]

The research methodology in section A is considered to perform a systematic literature

review, as per the guidelines suggested in the PRISMA statement [11]. Initially, identifying

appropriate keywords and other related synonyms was the first step. These keywords do

assist in generating search expressions. A concise and adequate breakdown and anal-

ysis of the literature were carried out, and the following keywords gave a much-needed

search expression: Cloud computing, Edge computing, Fog computing, security, privacy,

Internet of Things (IoT). Details on the search expression is presented in section A.3

Keywords used for performing the search are selected and range from 2010 – 2021 scale,

using the most popular ICT sector databases for research works, such as IEEE, Web of

Science, Science Direct, SpringerLink, Scopus, and a few others. We put together some

potentially essential journals (January 2021), not considering pre-prints, duplicates, and

grey literature. Later on, we decided to analyze the titles, abstracts, and keywords of the

various academic publications to figure out specific journals, articles, and other important

papers related to security and privacy in Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms.

Some exclusion criteria were set to narrow down the search outcomes during the first

screening stage from the paper’s titles and abstracts.

• Not related to security and privacy in Cloud, Edge, and Fog computing.

• Not in English.

• Works with no technical content.

• Full text not available.

After successfully applying the above-refined process, we significantly reduced the num-

ber of potentially essential papers to 447. Also, after a critical analysis of the chosen

literature based on their citations and references, and inclusion of 77 papers were added,
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which these were made to be included in the main body and discussion of this particu-

lar systematic literature review on security and privacy aspects in Cloud, Edge, and Fog

paradigms.

(“cloud computing*” OR “edge computing*” OR “fog computing”) AND (Security*) AND

(edge OR cloud OR Fog OR approximate OR iot OR “Internet of Things” OR security OR

privacy)

Not related to cloud/edge/fog computing security; Pure survey and review articles; Works

with no technical content; Full text not available. After a successful application of the

above-refined process, we significantly reduced the several potentially essential papers.

Also, after a critical analysis of the chosen literature based on their citations and refer-

ences and inclusion of 77 papers were added, which these were made to be included in

the main body and discussion of this particular systematic literature review on security

and privacy aspects in Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms.

1.4 Selection of Study

During the review, an overall of 77 papers were chosen. A selected number of 447 articles

were achieved from the search in the various databases. 61 duplicates were found and

were taken off the list. The headings of the various articles, their abstracts, and important

words of the retained 386 papers were screened, and 187 papers were dismissed since

they unmatched the basic requirements. The number of papers left was 199, and their

whole content were thoroughly analyzed. 122 papers were still rejected since they also

did not match some other demanded criteria, while a complete number of 77 papers were

subsequently added to the literature review process. After examining the reference lists,

no additional papers were found qualified to be included in the review steps.

Figure 1.2 depicts a summary of the entire steps using a PRISMA flow chart.
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From:  Moher D, Liberati A, Tetzlaff J, Altman DG, The PRISMA Group (2009). Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses: The PRISMA Statement. PLoS Med 6(7): e1000097. doi:10.1371/journal.pmed1000097 

 
For more information, visit www.prisma-statement.org. 
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(n = 27) 
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Figure 1.2. Studies selection summary.
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2 OVERVIEW OF CLOUD, EDGE, AND FOG PARADIGMS

2.1 CLOUD PARADIGMS

The growth and expansion of many company’s infrastructures have come from evolving

technologies and innovations. Cloud computing is seen as the unique solution to pro-

vide applications for enterprises. Cloud computing uses different components such as

hardware and software to render services, especially over the Internet. The possibility of

accessing various files and using provided applications from technological devices with

Internet access is made easy by cloud computing. Over several servers, the execution

of Cloud computing applications is carried out, and developers require clarity on this vital

information, particularly when offered as a service by the provider.

2.1.1 Definition

Several persons and institutions have attempted to define cloud computing in their under-

standings and views. Cloud computing is considered an almost new model for enterprises

in today’s technological facet, though it is rapidly and widely gaining extensive growth,

especially within the corporate world. The National Institute of Standards and Technol-

ogy (NIST) is the most reliable organ, widely considered a near and precise definition for

cloud computing. Based on NIST definition as seen below:

"cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand net-

work access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,

servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and

released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction" [12].

Different models particularly characterize cloud computing. These models are five in num-

ber as widely regarded: on-demand self-service, broad network access, multi-tenancy

and resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and scalability. Let’s attempt to explain each of the

mentioned characteristics.

• On-demand self-service:
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More cloud computing resources can be provided as required by manufacturers

and different enterprises while avoiding interactions with humans involving service

providers. This may refer to database instances, storage space, virtual machines,

and many others.

Having access to corporate cloud accounts is essential as it helps corporations to

virtualize the various services, cloud usages and mainly to supply and non-supply

of services as demanded [13].

• Broad network access:

Accessing capabilities via established channels across the network advances the

use of heterogeneous thick and thin customer devices—for example, workstations,

tablets, laptops, and mobile phones [14].

• Resource Pooling:

Computing resources from the provider are grouped using a particular multi-tenant

model to serve various clients. The unseen and non-virtual resources are carefully

allocated and reallocated according to the customer’s needs. Usually, customers

are seen not to understand or have access to the spot-on position or area provided.

However, location specification can be established at an advanced state of situation

or abstraction. An example here is a data center, country, and state. There are

various examples of resources such as network bandwidth, processing, memory,

and storage [15].

• Scalability: The growth of a client marketplace or business is made possible due to

the tremendous ability to create specific cloud resources, enabling improvement or

reduction of the business. Sometimes, changes might occur on the user’s need for

cloud computing, which will be given immediately by the platform or system. With

the cost of management involved in the data center of cloud computing, customers

are not expected to incur some financial burden and do not have to make future

payments in Information Technology sectors, mindful of owned enterprise as much

as possible by you [16].

• Measured Service:

The resource use is keenly observed, regulated, and feedback is given to estab-

lished billing based on usage (e.g., accounts of frequent customers, bandwidth,

processing, and storage). The proper reporting of essential used services can be

done transparently if the utilized resources are adequately looked into, controlled

and account is given [17].
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2.1.2 Architecture

In recent days, we see that big, medium, and small enterprises utilize cloud computing

technology to save or store vital data in the Cloud, enabling them to access this stored

information from any part of the world via connecting to the Internet. Service-oriented and

event-driven architectures are the main combination that makes up the cloud computing

architecture. The two important parts dividing the cloud computing architecture are Front

End (FE) and Back End (BE) [18].

Figure 2.1 depicts the architectural view of cloud computing.

Figure 2.1. Cloud Computing Architecture [19]

Features of Cloud Computing Architecture

As seen in Figure 2.1, various components make up the Cloud computing architecture.

In this section, we take a brief look at each of the architecture’s different features. Also,

we can see that a network connects both front and back ends via the Internet.

1. Front End

The customers constitute the front end. To gain access to the Cloud environment,
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the front end must have customer-side applications and other interfaces, such as

web servers (may comprise Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, etc.), mobile gad-

gets, and tablets [18].

2. Back End (Storage, Servers)

Companies providing services, also known as service providers, use this back end.

Cloud services involve different resources, and the known service provider is man-

aging these resources. Some of the management activities here may include han-

dling a great amount of stored data, implementing new models, servers, control of

traffic mechanism, virtual machines, and most importantly, security [18].

3. Customer’s Infrastructure

Interacting with the Cloud requires Graphic User Interface (GUI), and this is being

provided by customer infrastructure found at the front end [20].

4. Internet

There must be a medium linking both features for the front and back end to function

smoothly. Here, the Internet plays the linking role.

5. Application

Application services of Cloud or “Software as a Service” render services by deliver-

ing software via the Internet, thus, enabling support and maintenance in a simplified

manner. This is possible because the client’s personal computer is needless to in-

stall and operate the application on it [21].

6. Service

Service plays a vital role, and it is considered an important part of the cloud struc-

ture. In the architecture, it is known as a utility provider. Accessing a specific

service is made possible by a cloud service. It coordinates and oversees which

kind of service you reach for based on customers’ demands. The three different

types of services provided by cloud computing are Software as a Service (SaaS),

Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). Details about

the various services are shown in Figure 2.3 below [21].

7. Cloud Run-time

Services are running in cloud runtime. It acts as a Cloud operating system thereby,

providing virtualization platforms to all users while enabling several runtimes to

function simultaneously within a single server. The hypervisor is another name run-

time referred to. Some examples of Hypervisors are software like Oracle VM (x86),

Oracle Virtual Box, and VMWare Fusion. Its primary goal is to coordinate the re-

sources by dividing and distributing them accordingly [22].

8. Storage
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Storage also refers to storage as a Service (STaaS), enabling cloud applications

to operate limitlessly from their restricted servers. With that, customers can save

their information remotely and access them whenever they wish globally. There

are various standard demands established to be met by Cloud storage to protect

customers’ information and data. Other typical requirements are performance, re-

liability, replication, data consistency, and maximum availability. Unfortunately, no

single cloud system has established all of the above requirements due to differ-

ences in nature. Besides, storage is one of the essential requirements because of

the massive storage space and data management it provides in the Cloud [23].

9. Management

Certain tasks are being allocated certain resources by management software. For

sure, serious problems can arise from poor management, and it is for this rea-

son, management software is highly important to assist in offering optimum perfor-

mances in a cloud platform. Some managed components are storage, infrastruc-

ture, security, application, service, and cloud runtime. Some security matters at the

back-end are also handled seamlessly. There is dynamic interfacing between the

front-end and the back-end when there is proper management [24].

10. Security

Traditionally, clients’ information was locally saved on their personal computers, but

with the arrival of Cloud Computing, a designated data center is established to

keep information. Since end-users have to give out sensitive personal data, there

is a great concern about protecting users’ privacy. For this reason, we see how

integrated, and essential security is in the back-end of cloud infrastructure. There

are possibilities of emerging threats, such as cybercriminals who can use visualized

designs to perform attacks, security is adequately offered to secure files copyrights,

systems, infrastructure, and cloud resources to customers. In all, customer privacy

and data protection with integrity are the most and number one service provided by

cloud service providers [21].

2.1.3 Cloud Scenario

The growing rate of digitization and the coming of Cloud Computing, with its great ben-

efits, has influenced many institutions to shift towards Cloud services. Computer tech-

nology has come a long way with numerous advantages, such as electronic learning,

fondly known as E-learning. Here, it is hard to witness person-to-person interaction in

most circumstances. However, a widely popular expression describes E-learning as con-

tent with specific instructions or a learning opportunity made available online via internet

technologies [25]. A typical example here is the SISU and Moodle platforms by Tampere

University.
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In the past, Universities relied on their IT services for all the IT-related works by students,

staff, and other employees, which most often was challenging as seen in Figure 2.2.

Solutions were sometimes hardly affordable or very costly.

Administration, 
lecturers & other staff

Researchers
Developers

Students
IT Services 

Department

Figure 2.2. University Traditional IT Scenario [26]

SaaS
Cloud

IaaS
Cloud

PaaS
Cloud

Administration, 
lecturers & other staff

Researchers

Developers

Students

Figure 2.3. University Modern Cloud Scenario [26]

E-learning is defined in [27] as “all materials delivered through the internet connection,

audio streams, videotapes, CD’s, interactive TVs, adding to this mobile and wireless tech-

nologies.” Other academic journals explain the essential part played by services rendered

via E-learning in the teaching field and the great role of Cloud Computing in current dis-

tance learning difficulties [28].

University students and administrations are capable of accessing online materials via

Web applications within the University campuses and also at home for individual assign-
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ments, thanks to the infrastructure of Cloud Computing seen in Figure 2.3. Today, we

all acknowledge the immeasurable advancements that virtualization brought to the edu-

cational sector, which is greatly noted and established. Cloud Computing which allows

for the making of several networks for customers and easy configuration of servers while

meeting the required demands for different specifications, gives an easy to manage the

system. In general, Cloud Computing has greatly enhanced Higher Education learning,

for example, University lectures with the help of E-learning and massively offers possible

solutions to long-aged traditional classroom learning [27].

2.1.4 Cloud Computing Services

In the cloud paradigm, in terms of provided services, there are several different types

we can look into. Here, narrowing it down to the most vital ones will help us concisely

understand. While we all know how huge cloud computing services are enormous, there

are classified under a variety of categories. Three main cloud computing services we

shall be looking into are as follows:

1. Software as a Service

SaaS is classified as public cloud computing. The browser is considered the main

platform for delivering cloud applications using internet service. It is widely believed

today that Microsoft’s Office 365 and Google’s G Suit are the primary enterprise

applications for SaaS; regarding business applications involving ERP suits that are

gotten from SAP and Oracle, they have embraced the SaaS design. Significantly,

clients are provided an environment to grow with huge choices where they can

initiate or create their customization and improvements [29].

2. Infrastructure as a service

“IaaS” is an abbreviation for the term widely known as Infrastructure-as-a-Service.

According to International Business Machines Corporation (IBM), cloud education,

IaaS “is a form of cloud computing that delivers fundamental compute, network,

and storage resources to consumers on-demand, over the Internet, and on a pay-

as-you-go basis" [30].

3. Platform as a service

Based on search Cloud computing (online 2020), “Platform as a service is a cloud

computing model where a third-party provider delivers hardware and software tools

to users over the Internet [31]." Often, developing applications requires these needed

tools. The building owned by the PaaS supplier turns to accommodate both the

software and hardware. For this reason, new applications are created or executed,

thereby allowing developers not to bother with the in-house installation of software
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and hardware applications [32].

2.1.5 Benefits of Cloud Computing

1. Cost-effectiveness

It can create cost reduction by lowering or increasing the rate at which software

or hardware devices consume compared to other computing paradigms. In certain

scenarios, it can be automatically performed [33].

Choosing to switch to cloud computing might lower expenses in maintaining equip-

ment and managing the entire system. It will be wise enough to acquire cloud

computing services providing establishment instead of buying costly models and

devices for your business. Some very important points why the cost of running your

business may be reduced as seen below [34]:

• Your contract usually includes updating your systems and access to new soft-

ware and hardware when available.

• Wages paid to some staff specialist is avoided.

• Possible lowered cost due to energy utilization.

• Delay in time is significantly decreased.

2. Scalability

Business execution and storage demands can be increased or decreased rapidly

to meet your condition, permitting flexibility and demands to evolve. It is quite rea-

sonable to deploy Cloud, which helps in allowing you more free time to operate

your enterprise. Things are made easier by your cloud service supplier, who takes

care of the various application upgrades, so you don’t have to bother buying and

installing costly upgrades [35]. Here, you pay only for user services, and this gives

you the flexibility to manage your finances adequately, thereby avoiding unneces-

sary spending [36].

3. Sustainability

Global campaign for a green environment is the talk of the time worldwide. Busi-

nesses have been tasked with doing much better because putting thrash bins in

office areas and other strategic corners is insufficient. Adequate sustainability de-

mands remedies that tackle wastefulness in various categories in an organization.

A minimum carbon footprint can be achieved by migrating to a cloud system, which

is highly regarded as being more friendly to the environment.

Designs of cloud structures proactively support environmental friendliness, enhance

virtual activities while limiting hardware and material products, and greatly reduce
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paper thrash. Workers can perform their duty from different locations without nec-

essarily commuting to the office goes a long way to decreasing emissions relating

to road activities. Data presented by a report from Pike Research indicates that

between 2010 to 2020, there will be a 31 percent drop in energy usage from the

data center, based on the hosting of cloud computing, which also includes varieties

in virtual data [37].

4. Effective Collaboration:

Communication and data sharing are important aspects of every modern business

setup. This is made possible by using a cloud system, which effectively collabo-

rates in a cloud milieu. Different members taking part in a particular project from

various geographic locations can access the same file using cloud computing, such

as workers, procurement management team, and other parties concerned. There

is the possibility to select a special model of cloud computing that facilitates record

sharing with other administrators such as an adviser (e.g., a faster and reliable

medium in which accounting report records can be shared between financial per-

sonnel) [38].

5. Accessibility and Higher Security:

Security fears are always at the pivot of many business organs when aiming at mi-

grating to cloud infrastructures. Basically, how is someone able to know that files,

data, and other programs are secured on-site if they are being accessed from dif-

ferent locations remotely? What restricts an internet criminal from performing the

same remote task? Mainly, one of a full-time duties in the Cloud is to keenly observe

security, which is very important and effectively better than the usual in-doors sys-

tem, in which an enterprise does share its activities between numerous concerns in

IT, as security is top of the worries. Data encryption is often considered a safe way

to transfer data within a network and preserve it in a database. Information is more

protected, and less access can be made possible from cyber fraudsters when data

is encrypted. Cloud users differ in their security demands. This means that Cloud

computing services render various security levels as per the customer’s need [39].

6. Automatic Updates Possibility:

Service fees are often not charged separately to get updates automatically and may

come as a package for IT demands. Company’s systems are frequently updated

with the most current technological innovations, which are done based on different

service providers of cloud computing. Generally, the latest versions of up-to-date

software, the processing capability of computer and also servers’ upgrades [40].
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2.2 EDGE PARADIGMS

A few years back, offices hosted servers with edge computing. No one thought of it in such

a manner. The result was all that mattered and not how it worked. Later on, Cloud was

introduced, and everything was different. Devices such as computers have been placed

hundreds of meters and milliseconds apart. In certain offices, their applications were

quite fine with the latency. However, with the rapid increase of 5G, IoT, and the constant

quest for internet speed, an innovative form of computing has been born, known as edge

computing. This type of computing is not only popping up like any normal technology by

the day.

The word “cloudlets” describes small nodes of edge-located computing ends. As a new

aspect or computing paradigm, edge computing helps position important compute and

save resources at the Internet Edge, close to various office and home appliances such

as mobile devices, IoT devices, clients, and clients sensors. There has been fast growth

in industrial and research investment in Edge computing in recent years. The pivot for

Edge computing is the physical availability and closeness, which end-to-end latency is

influenced by this essential point of cloudlets, with bandwidth achievable economically,

trust creation, and ability to survive [41].

2.2.1 Definition

Communication between a customer and a server site is improved due to a reduction

in long distances brought about by the edge computation of the network. According to

Cloudflare (online), "Edge computing is a networking philosophy focused on bringing com-

puting as close to the source of data as possible to reduce latency and bandwidth use. In

simpler terms, Edge computing means running fewer processes in the Cloud and moving

those processes to local places, such as on a user’s computer, an IoT device, or an edge

server" [42].

Some other attempted definitions of edge computing are as follows: Stlpartners (Online),

"edge compute is a physical compute infrastructure that is positioned on the spectrum

between the device and the hyper-scale Cloud, supporting various applications. Edge

computing brings processing capabilities closer to the end-user/device/source of data

which eliminates the journey to the cloud data center and reduces latency" [43].

2.2.2 Architecture

There are several cases in which architectural designs are specifically intended for, con-

sidering their work plan and setting up the infrastructure is based on its need.

Considered a current paradigm, edge computing takes services and applications from
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Figure 2.4. Edge Computing Architecture

the Cloud, which is known to be centralized to the nearest sides to the main source and

offers power to process data. It provides added links, linking the Cloud and the end-

user devices, as shown in Figure 2.4. One of the best ways to solve or reduce cloud

computing issues is to make sure there is an increase in edge nodes in a particular

location. Increasing the Edge nodes will also help in decreasing the count of devices

attributed to a sole Cloud [44].

Figure 2.4 shows the interaction of various edge devices to the Fog nodes and later to

cloud data centers. Some such Edge devices are tracker bands for fitness and medical

uses, smart televisions, and smartphones. Edge devices and the Cloud are linked up

by Fog nodes connecting the links. Between different gadgets or personal items, Edge

devices act as interfaces attaching these devices to the cloud [45].

A typical Edge Computing architecture comprises three important nodes: the Cloud, local

Edge, and the device edge. These are further explained as follows:

• Cloud (Data Center)

Cloud is fully responsible for the hosting of data structures and cloud servers. Both

the data centers and the cloud servers have specific functions which they do carry-

out. These functions can be broken down as follows:

Data Center: Great quantity of generated data from edge servers and data centers
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are being stored here.

Cloud Server: Involves in the integration of various duties removed (offloaded)

from edge storage, and importantly with the maximum standardized authentication,

authorization, and computation. The most exceptionally outstanding data center

and cloud servers are made of very powerful machine clusters [46].

• Local Edge (Computation)

Local Edge involves a well-defined structure having several sublayers made up of

different edge servers with a down-to-up power flow in computation depicted in

Figure 2.4. Both Access Points (AP) and wireless base stations are edge servers

situated at the sublayer considered to be the lowest. These are particularly installed

to get data during communication from various edge devices, returning a control

flow using several wireless interfaces [47].

Base Stations (BS) send data to the edge servers found in the sublayer (upper)

after receiving data from edge devices. Here, the upper sublayer is particularly

concerned with operating the work of computation. Very fundamental analysis and

computation are done after getting data forwarded from base stations. At a recent

edge server, the computational restriction is placed such that, if the difficulty in a

given work surpasses it, the work is offloaded and sent to the upper sublayers with

adequate computation abilities. A chain of flow control is then concluded by these

servers with passing back to the access points, and finally, in the end, send them

to edge devices [46].

• Edge Device (Smartphones / Health Monitoring)

Sensing, actuating, and controlling are some of the main activities carried out

by edge devices. Edge devices are described as electronic devices with a low-

standard and established Edge device layer (EDL). Every edge device consists of

a micro-controller (MCUs) that logically control the devices. Each of these MCUs

is considered a little computer operating on one integrated circuit. Firmware helps

provide the device with control through the low-standard programmed interface in

the MCUs. The MUCs solely cover all operations, while the controlling, computing,

sensing, and other functions are coded in the firewall. Both mobile devices and IoT

devices can widely be classified as edge devices. Few device examples of the IoT

are health monitoring, smart home devices, and smart warehouse [46].
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2.2.3 Edge Scenario

Augmented Reality and Cloud Gaming

A global number of participatory video performance or players, also known as gamers,

is rapidly increasing annually, with a prediction in growing in video players of about 2.73

billion, forecasted by 2021 [48], projecting a global business which surpasses 50USD

billion [49]. Due to this, applications were made with innovations capable of bringing to-

gether physical actuality with data generated from computers [50], popularly referred to

as applications of augmented reality. However, the application types have resisted ex-

pansion because of processing disadvantages, recent network, and storage. Internet of

a recently adopted infrastructure has shown a great lack of readiness to facilitate Aug-

mented Reality (AR) due to high latency because of vast distance from the infrastructure

geographically, not leaving out bandwidth shortages from the network. By adopting and

implementing the Edge, we can alleviate the situation effortlessly. The established net-

work design will help reduce the distance from which data can travel. A shorter travel

distance of data will go a long way to provide a wonderful and more experience in Reality

gaming with better interactiveness (decreased lag time and latency) [49].

Internet

Servers hosting games

Commands in Gamepad

Migrating Edge closed to 
servers reduces distance for 
data and increase bandwidth

Stream with greater 
bandwidth Mbps

Video streaming 
on end-users

Figure 2.5. Edge Scenario-Cloud gaming
[51]

2.2.4 Characteristics of Edge Computing

• Proximity

They are positioned at the Edge of the network. Storage and shared computation

are provided at the network edge [52]. There are two approaches to the proximity

between the Edge and user’s equipment: physical and logical proximity. Physical

proximity refers to the exact distance between the top segment of data computation

and user equipment. Logical proximity refers to the count of hops at the middle of

the Edge computing segment and the users’ equipment. There are potential oc-
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currences of congestion because of the lengthy route caused by the count of hops,

leading to more latency issues [53]. To avoid queuing that can result in delay, logi-

cal proximity needs to limit such events at the back-haul of the computing network

systems [54, 55].

• Collaboration occurs between Cloud-Edge

Despite the shortcomings of the normal cloud paradigm innovations to match up

with great demands, given lower energy level, real-time, particularly security and

privacy aspects, the edge paradigm is not considered a substitute for the Cloud

paradigm. Edge and Cloud paradigms are known to assist each other in a cordial

manner in several situations. Some network areas where the Cloud and Edge

paradigms cooperate include driverless cars, industrial Internet, smart towns, and

houses. Importantly, Edge and Cloud paradigm collaboration offers many chances

for reduced latency in robust software like in driverless cars, network assets of

companies, and information analysis on the IoT [56].

• Access Mode

Operates through supported capabilities from several actors. Bluetooth, ZigBee,

Wi-Fi, and some more, are various technologies that create connectivity by linking

endpoint equipment and nodes of the Edge computing layer [57]. There is great

importance for access modalities as it establishes the endpoint equipment band-

width availability, the connection scope, and the various device type assistance

rendered [54].

2.2.5 Benefits of Edge Computing

• Reduced Latency:

Data processing becomes more and less essential when it takes a lengthy time.

Looking at examples like in autonomous cars, time is of massive importance be-

cause, within some seconds, the required and collected data becomes worthless.

We must note that the slightest of milliseconds counts on a rush traffic highway.

This also highlights that; milliseconds are extremely valuable during manufacturing

in smart factories where robots and other intelligence machines are used to closely

observe the various production processes and ensure consistency in data usage.

The Cloud does not have enough time to fulfill a back and forth data round trip

on several occasions. Rapid call for data analysis is usually a result of dangerous

occurrences and disappointment in devices. Latency is easily reduced or perhaps

discarded when data analysis is positioned at the Edge where it is made, depicting

a quicker response time. With this, data is essential, valuable, and usable. The

general organization’s total traffic capacity can be reduced by Edge computing,
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whereby applications and different services are enhanced by an increased level of

performance for the entire company [58].

• Enhanced Data Security:

The introduction of uncountable Edge appliances worldwide indicates that all of

such appliances are important targets and gateway for cybercriminals and other

risks in the security domain. Devices are often scattered in various locations, and

handling many such devices is frightening in terms of security. Looking at it keenly,

such a model has been challenging when discussing the IoT method due to its

centralized design and cloud-focused management systems. We may all say that

substantial clients are correct for inquiring about the level of security with Edge

or how secured Edge is? Every organization is often concerned about possible

attacks on their data and how to keep Edge’s workloads best safe. Is it possible to

detect and minimize or rather stop further damage from a device? How can Edge

nodes be handled regarding rogue? Clients are willing to know what are the special

cautions laid down or perhaps current rules and policies to apply during operations

within the Edge [59].

For efficiency and better coordination, everywhere that edge computing is consid-

ered the main actor in that network, it must have a centralized approach to enable

every device to have the ability to undergo frequent updates and that adequate se-

curity standards are observed. It is also important to notice and engage against

security threats by constantly monitoring the system using encryption, artificial in-

telligence (AI), and patching. Notably, the sole responsibility for security steps does

not belong to the customers or end-users but the service providers.

• Decreased Bandwidth:

The use of bandwidth and resources for the server are reduced with the assistance

of edge computing. There is a finite and huge cost in terms of money from re-

sources of Cloud and bandwidth. Prediction by Statista states that, by 2025, global

installation of Internet of Things devices in households and offices such as printers,

smart surveillance, thermostats, and alarms, will be rated beyond 75 billion. The

smooth functionality of these devices mainly depends on Edge, which therefore

means, reasonable number of computations will migrate to the edge [60].

• Cost reduction in Data Transmission

A central server that mostly regulates the different actions to be engaged at is un-

necessary since Edge computing facilitates data collection. This assists in decreas-

ing the expenses for running the storage facilities where information is held [61].

More request for IoT means expanded networks. The cost of needed operations

will increase due to the increasing size of the ever-growing network systems. It
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is for this reason that edge computing is attracting more customers and organiza-

tions. Regarding other available paradigms, edge computing is considered effec-

tive, highly secured, and flexible in scalability, reducing the cost to a bigger extent

of security and longer processing time. The entire network, storage, and operating

expenses are greatly lowered by edge processing [62].

• Increased Availability

Connectivity is very important with vital systems. It is known that value systems

are expected to function, despite the absence of connectivity. Looking at the cur-

rent flow in communication depicts many pivotal views of failure. These views of

failure involve the business’s main network, many hops over the many network

nodes with issues in security along the path of the network, and different others.

Considering Edge, communication is primarily between the customer/client and the

equipment (local edge node), which ends up creating an increase as a result in the

availability of the various systems [63].

2.3 FOG PARADIGMS

Access gateway or set-top-boxes are end devices that can accommodate fog comput-

ing services. The new paradigm infrastructure permits applications to operate nearby

to observe activities easily and huge data, resonating from individuals, processes, or

items. The creation of automated feedback is driving value due to the fog computing con-

cept [64]. Customers benefit from Fog and Cloud services, such as storage, computation,

application services, and data provision. In general, it is possible to separate Cloud from

Fog. Fog is closer to clients in terms of proximity, mobile assistance for mobility, and

dense locational sharing [65].

At the Edge of the network regarding Cloud computing, Fog computing is considered an

extension or advancement of cloud computing. Cloud computing ideally focuses mostly

on a central system for computing, and it occurs on the upper section of the layer. Fog

computing is responsible for reducing the load at the edge layer, particularly at the en-

trance points and for resource-constrained devices [66].

The term ‘Fog Computing’ and ‘Edge Computing’ refers to the hosting and performing

duties from the network end by Fog devices instead of having a centralized cloud platform.

This means putting certain processes, intelligence, and resources to the Cloud’s Edge

rather than deriving utilization and storage in the Cloud. Fog computing is rated as the

future huge player when it comes to the Internet of Everything (IoE) [67] and its’ subgroup

of the Internet of Wearable Things [68].

According to David Linthicum, the chief cloud strategy consultant and an important con-
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tributor to several tech publications, he states that “Fog computing, a term created by

Cisco, also refers to extending computing to the network’s Edge. Cisco introduced its fog

computing in January 2014 as a way to bring cloud computing capabilities to the Edge of

the network” [69].

The deployment of Fog computing systems and the main concerns are the demands

involved in the Fog computing paradigm. This explains why devices belonging to the Fog

sphere are heterogeneous, thereby raising the question of the ability for Fog computing

to overcome the newly created adversaries of managing resources and problem-solving

in this heterogeneous setup? Therefore, investigation for related areas like simulations,

resource management, deployment matters, services, and tolerating fault is a very simple

requirements [70].

2.3.1 Definition

The link between the cloud-to-thing devices is made available by Fog computing. Com-

munication, storage, control, decision-making, and computing close to the Edge of the

network are specially chosen by Fog architecture. Here, data is created to solve the

shortcomings in the present infrastructure to access critical missions and use cases

such as data density. OpenFog consortium defines Fog computing as "a horizontal,

system-level architecture that distributes computing, storage, control, and net-

working functions closer to the users along a cloud-to-thing continuum" [71]. There

are different approaches when it comes to defining Fog computing paradigm. Some other

few definitions can be seen as follows:

"Fog computing is a term for an alternative to cloud computing that puts a substantial

amount of storage, communication, control, configuration, measurement, and manage-

ment at the edge of a network, rather than establishing channels for the centralized cloud

storage and utilization, which extends the traditional cloud computing paradigm to the

network edge [72]."

2.3.2 Architecture

Architecture is a standard for every paradigm. Due to deployments and adoption for the

market, Fog computing architecture must consist of standards. Until recently, there is no

definite architecture with given criteria. Despite so, many research articles and journals

have managed to develop their versions of Fog computing architecture. In this section,

an attempted explanation is detailed in an understanding manner, which describes the

different components which make up the general architecture in Figure 2.6

Over the past years, one of the most treated research themes has been Fog comput-

ing and the challenge to precisely define its architectural design. Generally, most of the
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Figure 2.6. Fog Computing Architecture [73]

research projects performed on Fog computing had mostly been represented as a three-

layer model in its architecture [74]. Besides, there is a detailed N-layer reference archi-

tecture [75], established by the OpenFog Consortium, being regarded as an improvement

to the three-layer model. However, we will be looking at a three-layer architecture. Below

is a depiction of Fog architecture.

Figure 2.6 importantly portrays the three-layer architecture of Fog computing. Fog com-

puting is considered a non-trivial addition regarding Cloud computing based on Cloud-

to-Things setup. Infect it displays a middle layer (also known as Fog layer), closing the

distance between IoT devices and Cloud infrastructure. The three layers involved, Cloud,

Fog, and IoT, which made up the architecture, are explained below [76].

• Cloud Layer

At this layer, the centralized cloud infrastructure is its main composition. It renders

several services with the availability of many servers, which offers high computa-

tional and storage capacity. Away from the usual Cloud computing architecture

and looking in the Fog architecture, many provided services and computation could

greatly be migrated to the Fog layer from the Cloud. Migrating from Cloud to Fog

layer essentially means reducing the load burden on Cloud and thereby the effi-

ciency is significantly increased [73].

• Fog Layer

The Fog layer’s middle section is considered an essential layer within the Fog com-

puting architecture. All devices known to perform intermediate computing are lo-

cated in this layer. Like in the Cloud, the Fog layer also uses local virtualization
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technologies. On the other hand, taking into consideration the available resources,

it will be more adequate to implement virtualization with container-based [70]. It

should also be remembered that Fog nodes are large in numbers found in this

layer. Based on OpenFog Consortium, Fog node is referred to as “the physical and

logical network element that implements Fog computing services” [77]. Fog nodes

have the capability of performing computation, transmission, and also storing data

temporarily and are located in between the Cloud and end-user devices (IoT) [73].

• IoT Layer

Physical and logical software are properly arranged to create and plan an important

network, including network components and hardware. For example, an IoT net-

work. There are various decisions one will have to make when considering a Fog

computing architecture, such as; availability of data bandwidth with their amount of

consumption, arrangement of topology, how the Fog nodes are positioned, and the

usage and management of Fog nodes [26].

2.3.3 Fog Scenario

Streaming Video

Fog environments are known for their properly organized manner to transmit data packets

relating to video operations, influenced by the ability and flexibility of the Fog paradigm

for reduced latency provisioning, place recognition, and mobility with data analytic based

on real-time operations. A similar work [78] shows how application to observe a video

of structural hierarchy with the demand for three-stage, reacts on detecting motion via

smart or digital cameras and later carried out a process to detect and recognize faces

while using fog technology accompanied by a Cloud instance process to collect data for

identification. According to Magurawalage et al. [79] expression to aqua computing is

an outcome from water cycle inspiration that can be performed in either or both Cloud

and Fog processing vicinity. The suggested modeled application comprises clones found

at the Edge, which will function in different situations when streaming video on users’

devices, acting as a buffer zone.

Fog services are highly useful when it comes to supporting on-demand streaming of

video [80], such as improved communication when it comes to real-time video packet

analysis in security cameras, done through a structured, virtually designed desktop sys-

tem. One of the essential gains for deploying fog computing is to enhance the streaming of

video, in another research [81] where specific requirements are identified for fog paradigm

deployment organized in an orderly manner of Cloud computing to assist Edge node as

an intelligent network.
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2.3.4 Characteristics

The essential pushes for the eminent migration from Cloud computing to Fogging or Fog

computing are caused by load from computations and bringing Cloud computing close to

Edge. Several characteristics are defined Fog computing by the tremendous applications

with varieties and IoT design services [82].

Heterogeneity

Storage, computational, and networking are rendered by Fog computing, a virtually in-

clined structure. It provides services between centralized Cloud and different devices

found at the Edge, such as end-user applications. The heterogeneity of Fog computing

servers comprises shared locations with hierarchically structured blocks.

Distribution by Geography

Fog computing models consist of extensively shared deployments in actuality to offer

a Quality of Service (QoS) regarding mobile and non-mobile user appliances [83]. The

nodes and sensors of the Fog computing are geographically shared in the case of various

stage environments. For instance, monitoring different aspects such as chemical vats,

health care systems, STLS sensors, and climate is important.

Cognition

The ability to effectively react to the primary goal and objective can be called cognition.

Customers’ requirements are better alerted by analytics a Fog-focused data gateway,

which helps give a good position to understand where to make a transmission, storage

possibilities, and the control operations along the whole process from Cloud to the Internet

of Things continuum. Customers turn to enjoy the best experience due to applications’

closeness to users’ devices and creating a better precise and reactiveness of clients’

need relation [84].

React-Time Monitoring

The interactiveness based on real-time varies. It is vital for applications with fog features,

such as monitoring oil drills assisted by fog-edge appliances, traffic observation systems

for real-time transmission, and applications for monitoring electricity sharing. The utmost

ability to enable the processing in real-time is involved with Fog applications because the

QoS is guaranteed instead of processing in batch.
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Mobility Support

Mobility support is a pivotal fog computational strong feature which can facilitate straight

communication between mobile items making use of Software Defined Network (SDN)

standard rules that rearrange main identification from the place identifier with a distributed

indexing style [85].

Interoperability

To acquire a higher probability or maximum assured support ranging across vast services,

for example, getting the opt most performances when analyzing data and making antic-

ipated decisions in real-time processing and streaming of data, the components of Fog

computing are much more expected to pose the capabilities to inter-operate in diverse

platforms.

2.3.5 Benefits of Fog Computing

Core capabilities of Fog are distributed with various advantages offered and benefited

by many organizations, applications, and developers. Usually, the benefits related to

Fog computing are most often given as CEAL [86, 87], although we know that one vital

advantage of them is Security and abbreviated as SCALE [88] which represents: Security,

Cognition, Agility, Latency, and Efficiency.

■ Security

Despite some particular security drawbacks encountered by Fog Computing, it can

still render specific advantages. It is known that there are fewer openings for eaves-

dropping, especially when the distance in which data have to travel or be trans-

mitted is shortened. Verification of Identity is made stronger when authentication

issues are taken into consideration based on location [89].

■ Cognition

Clients’ demands are better met by sharing unique computing, storage capacity,

communicating, and controlling Cloud-to-IoTs from built applications. All these are

made possible due to the great understanding and cognition of Fog Computing [73].

■ Agility

For any innovation to be established and adopted, it takes so much time and can

be expensive as well, and because of this, there is a slow development of modern
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services. The coming of Fog has offered quick, innovative, and achievable scaling

as a marketing open place, providing the opportunity for different persons and little

groups to utilize available developmental tools (SDKs and APIs) and the rendering

of recent services from increased Internet of Things [73].

■ Latency

Storage is positioned near end-users or customers, supported by Fog Computing

which also supports data processing. Based on this, it is known that Fog infrastruc-

ture squarely matches the demands for applications in time-sensitivity and also in

real-time processing [89].

■ Efficiency

There are improved general activities and smoothness amongst Cloud systems

and IoT devices due to the integrated manner of Fog’s designed structure. This

Fog model assists in bringing together various computing systems facilitates com-

munication between them, implement control, and provides storage capacities [73].

Different papers also talked about the various features and benefits of the Fog

paradigm. However, we agree that the established benefits mentioned here are

the main ideas that generated other characteristics.
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2.4 Differences And Similarities: Cloud, Fog And Edge Paradigms

The main goal of Fog and Edge paradigms are similar in some areas, unlike Cloud Com-

puting. They both render capabilities of the Cloud paradigm right to the network edge.

They can offer customers low latency in services and make sure that highly practical

applications that are delayed have a saved bandwidth in the network [90].

It is not often easy to differentiate and compare Cloud, Edge, and Fog Computing simul-

taneously. This section tries to differentiate and look into some similar features between

the computing paradigms. The differences and similarities of the various paradigms is

summarized as represented in Table 2.1.

Attributes Cloud Computing Edge Computing Fog Computing

Architecture Centralised Distributed Distributed

Response in Real-
Time

Lesser High Higher

Provided Services Universal services Often utilizes mobile net-
works

Vital for particular do-
main and distributed

Security/Privacy Undefined Devices involves limited
security

Point-to-point

Energy Consumption High Low Lower

Identifying location No Yes Yes

Main Providers Amazon and Google Cellular network organs Cisco IOx

Mobility Inadequate Offered with limited sup-
port

Supported

Interaction in Real-
Time

Available Available Available

Latency High Low Low

Bandwidth Cost High Low Low

Storage capacity and
Computation

Strong Very limited Weak

Scalability Average High High

Overall usage Computation distribution
for huge data (Google
MapReduce), Apps vir-
tualization, Storage of
data scalability

Control of traffic, surveil-
lance and caching of var-
ious videos

CCTV surveillance,
imaging of subsurface in
actual-time, Internet of
Things(IoT), Smart town,
autonomous vehicles.

Table 2.1. Comparison on different computing paradigms [91]

2.5 Conclusion

To address security and privacy in Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms, we needed to have

an overview of each of these indicated paradigms, respectively. This section described

some fundamental features that constitute each of the said paradigms, making them
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unique in their ways. We looked into the different architectures, how these paradigms

are characterized and how beneficial they are to the industries, and addressed some

scenarios in which they are applied. From all these, we could deduce the differences and

similarities for Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms.

Cloud being a centralized architecture and an IoT promoter, have several shortcomings

such as high latency, location sensibility, and computation, just to name a few. Re-

searchers then suggested upgraded technologies known as Edge and Fog paradigms

to lessen the burden on Cloud systems and resolve the issues indicated. Ultimately, we

see that those two paradigms have helped decrease the large quantity of data sent to the

Cloud.

Finally, the Edge paradigm is advantageous over the Cloud paradigm, especially regard-

ing security and privacy. However, the Fog paradigm consisting of Fog nodes is most

regarded as an outstanding architecture uniquely created so that IoT appliances are ren-

dered improved services and support. In chapter 3, we shall see some security and

privacy analysis relating to Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms, respectively.
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3 ANALYSIS OF SECURITY AND PRIVACY IN CLOUD,

EDGE, AND FOG PARADIGMS

After taking a thorough look into each paradigm overview in chapter 2, this chapter deals

with the analysis of the different paradigms in regards to their security and privacy.

The goal of having a huge capacity for storage with efficient scalability has recently been

the driving force for different companies, organizations, and even small firms to switch to

cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigm. Primarily, Cloud providers dealing with customers large

and sensitive data handles the aspect of security and privacy with extreme care, using

the best reliable mechanisms to store and protect these data. It is noteworthy that clients’

data confidentiality must be preserved, which is only possible by acquiring access control

and monitoring devices. It is established in Figure 3.1, that acting in place of customers

(data proprietor), a Trusted Third Party can gain access to stored data in the Cloud to

control information. Customers could also be provided with special tools to facilitate the

monitoring and accessibility with control over their data [7].

CloudFlow of security message

Trusted Third 
Party (TTP) 

auditor

Clients
Flow of Data

Figure 3.1. Basic Data Storage design for Cloud [92].
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Looking at Figure 3.1, the third party makes the duty of users simple, as they represent

the clients in performing the task. The third-party carries out several defined responsi-

bilities, but the major aim is to ensure adequate data information being acquired by the

customer being forwarded from cloud services providers. Some other purpose in which

the third party is being utilized is for authenticating, encrypting, and decrypting reasons

involving other basic work relating to security demands. Despite the importance of the

Trusted Third Party model, it still poses various challenges. Focus is placed more on

inspecting data instead of concentrating on the security aspect in the Cloud. It also does

not entail protecting the privacy of information and thereby exerting huge pressure on

customers since the customer performs encryption and decryption with increased load.

The provider side of cloud services, carry out no encryption and decryption duty [93].

3.1 Definition of Security and Privacy - related Terms

Security and privacy are known to have a symbiotic relationship and a close reflection of

one another. In ICT, many academicians and organizations see the two terms as closely

related. The influence of digitalization has tremendously shaped our daily activities [64].

Big companies now deal with various computing paradigms, involving huge computation

and processing of large data. Thus, transmitting these data from one source to another

makes it vulnerable and therefore requires protection. This protection is commonly known

as security and privacy. In this section, we will define security, privacy, threats, counter-

measures, security mechanism, see some differences and possible similarities between

security and privacy [94].

3.1.1 Information Security

Information security is defined as the act of protecting essential information from exposure

by implementing strict standards or mechanisms to restrict or deny unauthorized access,

thereby ensuring data confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

The information is mostly in digital format and requires absolute security from attackers.

The presence of security is not a complete assurance for no breaching of data, and

therefore calls for enhanced security procedures to assist in stopping internet criminals

from gaining free access. Figure 3.2 depicts major aims of security which are to assure

confidentiality, portray integrity and maintain the availability of data [95].
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• Malicious Insider
• Data Lost & Leakage
• Hijacking of Account or Service

             Integrity
• Vulnerabilities in application
• AIPs & Poorly secured interfaces
• Access Management, weak credentials & Identity

              Availability
• No backup in data loss
• Service denial
• Physical interference 

Figure 3.2. Main Security Expectations [96]

Security mechanism

“Security mechanism is a defensive framework used for securing the computing resources,

services, information, and sensitive data. They are narrated in terms of safeguards and

countermeasures to increase the security of the cloud” [97].

3.1.2 Information Privacy

Privacy refers to the privilege owned by individuals having control over their essential

information. Another article defines privacy as “the ability of an entity to control what in-

formation it reveals about itself to the cloud (or to the cloud SP), and the ability to control

who can access that information” [98]. Privacy can also be interpreted as the secrecy of

personal information. One big issue about various computing domains is privacy since

there is a transfer of private and important data from users’ devices to the servers. Insti-

tutions handling people’s information are highly expected to comply with a nation’s legal

regulations regarding standard protection of privacy. The main privacy concerns are data

privacy, identity privacy, and location privacy [99].

3.1.3 Vulnerability, threats, Attacks, and Countermeasures

Threats

Threat refers to "a potential breach of security that could exploit a device or asset’s weak-

ness. Accidental, environmental (natural disaster), human error, or human failure may be

the cause of the threat" [97].
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Attacks Threats

• It is a willful action • It can be done willfully or unwillingly

• Harmful intension • It might be or not be for any harmful intension

• The aim is to inflict damage • Certain actions might cause real damage

• High risk of potentially accessing
data and destroying it

• Risk to change or destroy data is considered low

• Can quickly be recognized unlike
threats

• Hard to easily detect

• Vulnerability management is not
enough to block it

• It can be blocked using vulnerability manage-
ment

Table 3.1. Different Attacks and threats [97]

Vulnerability

For an attacker to gain access to a system, there must be a loophole, which can be

described as vulnerability. In other words, it is a passage allowing attackers to get to their

destination [100].

Attacks

An attack is an unlawful act perpetrated by accessing a network to reach classified in-

formation or to cause defects for various purposes. It can occur through DDoS attacks,

phishing, malware, node breaching, jamming, etc. The perpetrator can be someone from

within the organization or an external person [101].

Countermeasures

Countermeasures can be defined as several algorithms, security proceedings, security

tools, and skills assembled to protect the system and sensitive data from attacks by some

persons. Before carrying out any countermeasures, experts must have vivid knowledge

by analyzing the attacks and the defense standard to be applied [102].

Table 3.3 shows several types of threats identified in the area of security and privacy.

3.1.4 Similarities / Differences Between Security and Privacy

Fog paradigm and mobile Cloud are the major systems in privacy protection that studies

are focused on. Thus, it has greatly gained research attention on protecting customers’

privacy because of the cross-connectivity in the edge paradigm. Table 3.3 shows some

differences in security and privacy with a separate list of similarities.
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Security Privacy

Man-in-the middle Attack Data Privacy Leakage

Impersonation Attack Identity Privacy Leakage

Denial-of-Service (DoS) Attack Location Privacy Leakage

Collusion Attack Usage Privacy Leakage

Jamming Attack Other Information Leakage

Spam Attack –

Table 3.2. Forms of Security and Privacy issues [103]

Security Privacy

Main challenge are attacks Main challenge is Leakage

Concentrates on various collected
information resources from compa-
nies

Concentrates on private information like account
credentials, banking information, names, and so-
cial security digits

Offers protection to digital informa-
tion and other data types

Offer protection to classified information belonging
to users and institutions

Information resources display con-
fidentiality, integrity, and availability
designed by security principles

Individual’s private information is preserved during
processing

Refers to safeguarding information
from attackers or intruders

Refers to the capability to safeguard private infor-
mation

It can be attained in the absence of
privacy

It is unattainable in the absence of security

Table 3.3. Differences between Security and Privacy

Similarities

■ Both security and privacy aim to provide QoS to individuals and organizations.

■ Their main objective is the protection of sensitive information.

■ Both implement restricted access of information to unauthorized persons.

■ They both faces vulnerabilities and threats such as attacks and leakages.

■ Both uses standard protocols to apply security and privacy countermeasures.

■ They also involve legal regulations and government legislation
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3.2 Cloud Computing Paradigm

For a brief revisiting on cloud computing, cloud service vendors have the capability to pro-

vision and provide their services worldwide and on request by granting access to systems

of distributed computing resources [104]. Multi-tenancy, scalability, and flexibility are all

been supported by this model. Based on cloud architecture, clients can gain cloud access

from any corner of the globe with their supported gadgets [105]. Cloud computing has

experienced exponential advancement over the years. The coming of cloud computing

brought great advantages, especially in cost reduction in devices, enhanced cooperation,

and more flexibility. Since the initial periods of cloud computing, many were reluctant to

migrate to it due to issues relating to security. Many establishments dealing with very sen-

sitive data never deemed it necessary or safe to move to the Cloud for fear of exposing

their important information to an unauthorized individual or group of persons. Presently,

many previous doubters have reluctantly embraced cloud computing because of its huge

gains in using it. Despite the massive choices by organizations to migrate to the Cloud,

the biggest concern remains that of security [106].

Information security and data privacy are the primary interest of every company and dif-

ferent firms using cloud computing services. It is of interest to these organs because

storing their classified digital volume of data with a cloud provider is something to think

twice [107]. The accepted system or model such as SaaS, PaaS, IaaS plays an important

role since the information and usable applications for businesses can often be supervised

and controlled via the cloud providers’ infrastructure. Clients may void partial or absolute

control. Wholly, a multi-tenant system, is mostly used in storing customers’ information.

Concerning this system, information security and data privacy raise more problems than

the local computing setup. Since customers cannot observe and monitor their essential

data on cloud-designed models, this creates a reduced sense of confidence. Security and

privacy techniques utilize various approaches to understand its challenges in the view of

cloud computing, and it differs from the existing study relating to modest computing sys-

tems [107, 108]. It is advised that institutions or companies such as big, medium, and

small firms must set up certain cloud system specifics before moving to the Cloud. For

this reason, it is so imperative to create modalities that do not solely see and analyze only

the needs for security and privacy but do as well offers some level of guarantee that these

needs should attain. Although local information technology-designed models have so far

gotten this idea [109], however, services relating to the Cloud were not rendered proofs of

a structure that meets that goal. Several research projects exist on security and privacy

challenges, especially in trust, encryption, and control of access gain. However, most

of these literature’s are systematically organized [110, 111, 112]. Hence, it is important
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to systematically review the most present-day research outcomes obtained from different

cloud computing companies to promote and protect the privacy of users [113].

It is seen that there exist weak scalability and a lack of functional protective framework

in most of the available mechanisms used in protecting data privacy. On the whole, it

is assumed that cloud computing’s recent study area and its advancement are yet to

accelerate, and there is the absence of an adequate research structure put in place.

The massive hindrance here is gaining the most available security and data preservation

during the updating of data dynamically [114, 115, 116].

3.2.1 Considerations For Security And Privacy in Cloud Paradigm

The majority of today’s network and the idea of storing data is greatly inclined to technolo-

gies relating to cloud computing. One of the exceptional demands nowadays is for the

Cloud to see that services are always made available consistently, reliability is upheld,

and data is supplied. As earlier mentioned, one of the prime reasons organizations or

individuals are reluctant to embrace the quick movement to the cloud model is the huge

concern for information and privacy safety. Some acknowledged issues tying to security

and privacy in cloud computing are confidentiality, data security, phishing, multi-tenancy,

and others [117]. This section looks into the various threats aligned with security and

privacy within the cloud computing system and suggests some modalities for threat miti-

gation at some point in this research work.

Cloud computing users adopt different distributed cloud models based on their specific

needs, and because of this, the cloud security and privacy threats differ according to

the infrastructure hosted in the Cloud. According to the Cloud Security Alliance (SCA),

major regular threats are information leakages, Denial of Service (DoS) Attack, Advanced

Persistent Threats (APT) Attack [118].

Adequate Cloud infrastructural security largely depends on the established protective

technologies with many layers. This brings about the importance of adapting an Intru-

sion Detection System (IDS) specifically trace suspicious threats intelligently and poten-

tial attacks over a network. Furthermore, to carry out network status analysis in which

the various events witnessed can be separated. Resources and services of Cloud CIA

are said to encounter different types of threats originating from either insider or outside

intruders [119].

3.2.2 Cloud Data Security

Data security is an essential aspect that plays a significant role in handling Cloud devices

and keeps them running. This may involve protection and restoration guides for data and

centers for Cloud services. Data involved in transmissions or transfers must always be
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protected. There is a huge problem the Cloud sector is encountering, which is that of

cloud security. For this reason, there is a necessity for simple but robust mechanisms that

offers a smooth method of learning about cloud service capabilities before deployment

and those that align with Cloud security features during the establishing stage. The pres-

ence of Cloud service providers and Cloud customers also plays a role in the deployment

plan since both parties must meet up certain data security requirements [120]. When a

company happens to see potential expansion and is not capable of acting fast and profes-

sionally, issues like service level negotiation, information traffic, and most especially data

security will arise [121]. It is important for Cloud service suppliers to properly protect data

stored in the Cloud by customers to reduce or eliminates security shortcomings. Tech-

niques used in encrypting data must be very strong to guarantee better data security and

particularly implement authentication mechanisms that monitor other information access.

Access control through data encryption should be established so that only the rightful

selected employees can reach the data.

3.2.3 Cloud Data Privacy

The public Cloud faces more privacy threats, although these threats are very different

based on their cloud model variants. Some of the concern of the danger here is a prolif-

eration of information, malicious usage from an unauthorized person and incapability to

control by clients [122]. Clients’ sensitive documents stored in the Cloud can be reached

by attackers using the file’s hash codes, with the help of a mechanism used in duplicating

information [123]. Based on [124], risks about privacy are regarded from several angles,

such as access control, cloud systems, customers, and stored information. Knowing data

privacy and other relating privacy principles will enormously assist in dealing with the

known threat concerns. One vital setback holding some organizations to move to the

Cloud is the fear of losing classified data through information leakage [125].

Most often, people’s privacy is breach either knowingly or unknowingly. Accessing a per-

son’s private data without their knowledge or authorization is strongly considered invading

one’s privacy. Different trends can occur, such as open disclosure, privacy attack, data

violation, and other means of attacks. Privacy leakage can be very damaging, but privacy

issues can be better managed with the points mentioned below.

■ Trust

Disclosing data of individuals or organizations is considered a breach of privacy.

Trust plays a very pivotal role in decreasing or eliminating fear [126]. There are

various trust standards every customer can agree to, but in general, their concern

is to see minimal or zero breaches of privacy at a reasonable scale [127].
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■ Access Control

At times there could arise some confusion in terms of who, what, and when? We

well know that cloud systems do present massive issues, such that an unauthorized

person or group of individuals can get access if not properly addressed. An effective

way of addressing this is by answering the above question [128]:

- Who? The privileged persons to access certain data and who not to.

- What? Some detailed data are not made accessible to every worker. So what

specific files are permitted for who?

- When? Some data are needed for a period of time, and that period must strictly

be controlled when that information has been accessed. These can be made func-

tional by establishing management policies, checks on multi-domain, and providing

strong management keys.

■ Encryption

Encryption of data needs to be sufficiently strong to protect the privacy of client’s

files. Weak encryption of data poses a serious challenge to cloud privacy [128].
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Systems Issues Threats CSA score

Deployment Data residuals and in-
formation motility

Capability of cloud
provider

Not enough access
control

Resource pooling and
cloning

Ensuring data pro-
cesses on others

Danger of malicious
insiders

Multi-tenancy sharing

Data not encrypted

Authentication / Identity
Management

Service Loss of data/leakage Compliance in rules
and regulations

Service denial

Malicious Attacks Cloud security breach Misuse of cloud ser-
vice

Man in the middle At-
tacks

Service hijacking

Virtualisation

Network Injection Attack on SQL Attack from some
clients

Vulnerabilities in
sharing technology

Browser security Security failure from
cloud provider

Information
loss/leakage

Sniffer Attacks

DNS Attacks

Flooding Attacks

Partial deletion of data

Application Distributed denial of
service(DDoS) Attacks

Data confidentiality and
protection

Hijacking of service
traffic or Account

Hypervisor security
worries

Issue in Availability and
Reliability

Information
breaches

CAPTCHA breaking

Table 3.4. Cloud systems with various challenges [129]

3.3 Edge Computing Paradigm

This section will focus on the main aspects of Edge Computing since most of the details

had been given previously in the Cloud Computing Security and Privacy section. Cloud

Computing is the pioneering paradigm but later lost its status, which brought about the in-

troduction of Edge Computing to continue the demanding activities of cloud Services. Two

attempts will be approached to have a clear understanding of all these: Cloud paradigm
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drop and Edge paradigm shift later in this section.

3.3.1 Considerations For Security And Privacy in Edge Paradigm

■ Cloud Paradigm Limitations

From the inception of CC, data processing has to be one of the most advanced

areas. Cloud servers are often centrally set up on a versatile range, and it also has

to deal with a huge amount of data handling. Rendering cloud services on a global

scale means covering very long distances, which means latency will affect the QoS

and feedback time of clients’ applications. Moreover, the growing use of enhanced

technological devices highly impacts the duration of computation, insufficient ana-

lytical strength, and unlimited storage space. Due to the congested state of data

over the Internet network, things became bad, and cloud computing drop could no

longer support these ever-growing demands [130, 131].

■ Edge Paradigm Shift Since Cloud computing performance dropped greatly, a sig-

nificant paradigm shift to a higher version is EC. The rise in Edge Computing came

about due to its new abilities such as scalability, response time, closeness to re-

sources, reduced expenses to operate, and most importantly, security and privacy

aspects. Edge Computing is observed as an innovation because it can carry appli-

cations with its new technological capabilities in shared computing while also per-

forming information processing right at the point of need, without wanting the Cloud

for data to be transported there. Users feel good when data are processed close to

them, thereby improving their time to respond. This is made possible thanks to the

computation that is directly carried out at the nodes of distributed equipment’s [132].

5G network is here and strongly taking over many areas and operations of our daily ac-

tivities [133, 134]. Edge computing is undeniably the pivot of all these changes. Edge

Computing is a part of the 5G network, making it very vital in terms of driverless vehi-

cles on how they interact with each other. Edge Computing shows a relationship with

heterogeneous equipment and several networks that are cross-connected. The inter-

connectivity of these Edge supporting technologies exposes it to the most concerning

aspect of any device, technology, network, and above all, organizations, which is safety.

The threats involve here cannot be taken for granted, and this now led us to the subject

matter, which is security and privacy in Edge Computing. With computation at the node

of Edge devices, other security circumstances will show up and still requires continuous

research work for improvements [135].

The arrival of Edge computing does not necessarily imply that cloud computing is not

in service anymore. Businesses, applications, and networks are seen to have a greater

boost when Edge and Cloud computing function in alliance to support each other in an
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Cloud Computing (CC) Edge Computing (EC)

Application State Worldwide Regional

Pressure on Network
bandwidth

Huge Reduced

Mode of operation Processing is centralised in
big scale

Little scale intelligent analysis

Response-time Slow Fast

Table 3.5. Basic difference between Cloud and Edge Paradigm [136]

advance and organized manner. Any substantial analytical result from extensive analysis

from the Edge node still needs cloud computing for a better-summarized analysis. There-

fore, the improvement of intelligent IoT pieces of equipment still largely depends on cloud

computing that continues to perform a vital role [136].

Data security and privacy protection in Edge Computing attract much research interest.

Data from the Edge Computing network private and sensitive information that requires

absolute data privacy protection. The chances for imminent threats and attacks are very

likely because of the distributed design of the Edge computing system, even though the

processing of information at the nodes offers some security and privacy protection. The

presence of Edge Computing smart devices also exposes vulnerabilities such as security

issues and dangerous malware. The structure of Edge Computing cannot adequately

support the mechanisms for securing and protecting information. This, therefore, implies

that the complexity of this edge node at the network leaves the data very expose and

hard to secure. There are four identified existing setbacks witnessed in Edge Computing

paradigm [136].

Despite the growing nature of Edge Computing technologies, its security and privacy de-

velopment remain a continuous process and tells why there exist not so many research

findings. Researchers and other academicians globally have been putting every effort in

performing relevant research work to develop countermeasures to better the security and

privacy of Edge systems. Different simple mobile Edge Computing was used for carrying

out security checks, presentation of an overall security and protection scheme with pro-

posals from the research work done. The Edge security findings do present a relevant

citation from a theoretical approach. As mentioned previously, the existing known issues

in this thesis work relating to Edge computing information security and privacy are parti-

tioned in four separate parts and any order [137]; Access Control, Identity Authentication,

Information Security and Privacy Protection. Based on the focused theme of this thesis

work, "Security and Privacy Aspects," we are going to maintain the focus area. That been

said, we shall be looking more into only Information security and data protection.
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3.3.2 Edge Data Security

Information Integrity, confidentiality, and attack detection are the common goal and rea-

sons for data security. It helps in designing an edge-computing system that is secured.

Issues such as information breach and information loss are resolved by outsourcing in-

formation under control, non-fixed storage, and sharing responsibility. Data duties are

allowed to be carried out securely by customers. We can rarely find research works on

Edge Computing security and privacy since many academicians do mostly focus on cloud

paradigms [138], or perhaps fog paradigm [139]. The major aim of information security

in Edge systems is to securely move data and ease the heavy load by creating a shared

model with a great smooth system. As a result, very acceptable shared information secu-

rity and lightweight designs are realized.

A key responsibility in safeguarding customer’s secrets and upholding the confidence in-

volved, especially at the edge network, should be rendered. An example is a digitalized

house constructed with many IoT devices, which can be a prime target due to its huge

quantity of personal data produced. Here, the biggest challenge is making sure cus-

tomers’ data are very safe. Before computation at the cloud server, a suggestion is first to

take away any sensitive information. Therefore, a more regarded approach to protect the

privacy of customers and gaining their confidence is to make sure that data processing

occurs at the Edge network or node of the house [140].

■ Confidentiality

The confidentiality of data is an important factor in Edge computing [141]. In the

case of mobile clients intending to use the services of mobile applications, confi-

dentiality is always taken seriously, and for this reason, some clients find it difficult

to decide whether to use it. In [142], some shortcomings relating to Edge computing

confidentiality were presented. Also, there is a very high risk posed by the providers

of services gaining unpermitted passage to classified information. This is seen to

possibly occur during transmission of data in a distributed or unsecured network

which is later stored and processed in the Edge distributed network. Data security

has constantly been breached and violated very often, and resolving this issue, is

a big plus for confidentiality since it is a challenging aspect [99]. Good enough,

restricting access today to project confidentiality is achievable due to some newly

created mechanisms [143].

■ Detecting Attacks

Edge systems can operate smoothly with the assistance of edge nodes where the

edge applications are located to offer maximum standard services. This is done

to make sure that the entire edge system is free from abnormalities or threats.

The edge node consists of a considerable harsh surrounding with an inadequate
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security guarantee, making the edge nodes exposed to threats. The performance

of an edge system can massively be hindered when the threats from one edge

node are mismanaged and might subsequently extend to another edge node. Thus,

finding a quick solution can be hard because of the weight of the threat that spreads

across the edge nodes. Also, added costs would be incurred to find the baseline

reason for the problem, and even recovery might take a while [144]. Therefore,

regular checks must be performed to detect any previous potential or imminent

attacks.

■ Integrity

The integrity of information is considered vulnerable during the transmission pro-

cess, making it a matter of concern regarding security in Edge Computing. Cus-

tomer information can easily be breached cause of outsourcing data to the Edge

computing servers. To avoid any unwanted access to these data and possibly al-

ter information, service providers execute the availability and integrity required to

check. The systems can also undergo these checks to ensure data integrity [99].

3.3.3 Edge Data Privacy

In Edge Computing, accessing the system does not reflect trust. Averagely accepted

systems are used to store customers’ important data, resulting in some critical privacy

leakage. Some clients’ data stored are personal information, location data, and data

identity. The focus areas to be discussed herein any order includes privacy, identity, and

location privacy safeguarding [136].

Edge computing always raises so much concern in stark contrast to other existing com-

puting models regarding protecting information. This is because the challenges such as

leakages relating to Edge data privacy are daunting. An Edge information center, ser-

vices, infrastructure suppliers, and even certain clients make them the potential weak link

or at least establishments you cannot fully trust with such interwoven computing networks.

In regards to this, the act of keeping safe the private information of clients is an obligation

that requires very close attention [99].

■ Data Privacy

At the nodes of Edge systems, huge data of clients are retrieved from applications

and other users’ pieces of equipment. This collected information is then processed

and analyzed. Despite the trustworthiness of the edge computing nodes, they can

still display some level of vulnerability. Classified information such as medical data

of an individual must be top secrecy. Therefore, information privacy protection is

very important to avoid leakage at the nodes of Edge Computing [145].

■ Identity Privacy
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Compared to other cloud systems, especially mobile Cloud, Edge models still lack

adequate research attention in protecting the identity of customers well. Identity

privacy protection is a major concern for several organizations and even individual

customers. The third-party identity-designed model is said to still pose vulnerabil-

ity [146].

■ Location Privacy

Several software and services from Worldwide Web are available that render func-

tional capabilities based on location. For a client to gain access when they want

to use the services in Edge computing, that client must surrender their location as

required by the service supplier. One of the particularly concerning fear is that of

breaching data location through possible leaks. Different researchers gave some

solution schemes on how to deal with issues on data leakage. A dynamic dis-

tribution in location privacy protection was presented in a mobile model of social

internet platforms. This model can sort out visitors with low trust levels within a

certain range of social interactions. It performs this by dividing customers’ data

location(unidentifiable) and personalities in individual storage systems. This sepa-

ration enables the service provider to hide the data about customers’ location safely.

The importance of this model is that, even if an attacker manages to breach one of

the storage facilities, for example, data location, it will not pose a major threat since

the identity of the client is not leaked or exposed [147].

3.4 Fog Computing Paradigm

Many businesses have transformed massively, especially with the fast growth in large

data usage, due to the presence of cloud computing [148]. Meanwhile, the quest for

private services also began to grow hugely. A great amount of well-centralized systems is

offered by cloud computing platform [149, 150], although with some shortcomings. Clouds

and their endpoints show certain unwanted long and irregular delays and time-conscious

services to some [151]. There is a pertinent high risk in a situation whereby there is

a breakdown in the information building and between network interconnected systems.

One potential breach here is possible privacy exposure. To mitigate this challenge, the

Fog computing [152] model was introduced, and it assisted Cloud-Edge in improving

computation, security, and privacy, which is now the leading and most recommended

computing service.

Fog computing system utilizes Edge devices which vary from Cloud computing model.

The devices are considered local pieces of equipment ranging from gateways, routers,

switches, and others or professional installation of traditional servers [153]. Furthermore,
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with the recent cry for huge emission reduction, Fog computing is highly viewed as a

smart green platform with sustainability and great security benefits. A good amount of

fog nodes seen as renewable constitute the Fog computing system. The geographical

placing of these Fog nodes (FN) can be spread throughout several locations. A great

level of pressure exerted in the information center during computation is vastly decreased

due to the different Fog nodes working independently but together in harmony through a

well-calculated formula. Fog can separate or sifter client’s messages at the central layer

found at the middle of the endpoint and cloud [154]. Messages deemed essential by

Fog are then transmitted, thereby lightening the burden on the information center. With

this strategy on a division of work, it significantly enhances the quality and brings down

expenses [155].

There are many studies done within the sphere of Cloud security and data privacy [156].

In great demand to deal with the ever-growing IoT issues, Fog computing was highly

considered, as we shall see in the next sub-heading.

3.4.1 Considerations For Security And Privacy in Fog Paradigm

Fog computing was established as the most viable approach because of its ability to

cross-connect every digital equipment, wireless endpoints, and home device. This inter-

connectivity does pose vital security and privacy violations such as disclosing clients’ data

location, leaking classified documents, and stealing private accounts. First considered by

Cisco, Fog computing was brought to expand the cloud activities to the system’s Edge.

The consideration of Fog computing surfaces as an option to local Cloud offering huge

assistance in terms of QoS, latency, and location distribution [157]. Services such as net-

working, storage, and most importantly, computing between the customer and information

center are rendered by Fog computing hugely considered a virtualized system [158].

Edge and Fog computing are terminologies frequently mentioned within the facet of schol-

ars and Companies. Regarding intelligence, computing capability, and data processing,

Edge and Fog paradigms have differences despite their viewed similarity. Computation

amenities are transferred towards sources holding the information, which is the major

Edge computing goal [159]. Examples of these sources are wireless pieces of equip-

ment, actuators, and sensors. According to the Edge system, every single unit in the

Edge computing functions independently to see that information is not forwarded to the

Cloud. Instead, it is locally handled. On the other hand, transferring to Cloud or process-

ing the data from various information origins is always a decision made by Fog computing

nodes, taking into account its assets. Fog computing can expand some Cloud services

that are not assisted in Edge structure, such as IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS. Edge computing

is completely Edge inclined but can be supported by Fog computing while at the Edge of

the network, expansion of communication assets and computation are performed [160].
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3.4.2 Fog Data Security

Issues arising from network systems are imminent, and vital data security measures

should be put in place while establishing a fog infrastructure. Some attacks usually

threaten private and government entities since they function in Cloud, Edge, and Fog

computing. To offer a level of protection to the structure, a TIP is important to be devel-

oped [161]. Data security is the most prioritized aspect in the industrial sector, especially

as information must be safeguarded. Intelligent equipment and sensor devices are de-

ployed to reduce threats and security attacks extensively. The feature about heterogeneity

and geographical sharing impacts the implementation of cloud security frameworks into

Fog computing systems [162]. Some of the considered security challenges are confiden-

tiality, authentication, availability, and information privacy. These mentioned frameworks

assist in creating and monitoring accesses to persons and organizations.

Considering the medical field, we see that patients’ health history involves classified in-

formation and the Fog architecture has several nodes that might present some vulnera-

bilities. These vulnerabilities can be unpermitted access to information when stored or

at the time of transfer, untrustworthy insiders, and during system distribution of informa-

tion. Fog system by means of cable or wireless network consistently receives information

transferred from sensors of medical devices. Tampering with patients’ personal data, in-

tegrity, and device availability is obvious and can occur when communication systems

and sensors are targeted. Some through channels as DoS can easily be perpetrated

with ease due to the vulnerabilities found in wireless networks. On the other hand, the

absence of proper frameworks to control access to the Fog nodes that process impor-

tant information can compromise information through leakage because of account theft,

unpermitted access, and possibly some unsafe passage. The mentioned problems can

be mitigated through thorough analysis and stringent rules and regulations to establish

standard control mechanisms such as personal systems, selective (limited) encryption,

and reciprocated authentication [163].

3.4.3 Fog Data Privacy

Protecting the privacy of individuals and enterprises is often a primary concern encoun-

tered by the Fog paradigm, especially with the Fog nodes positioned near the individuals

and facilitates the gathering of vital information sometimes relating to geographical loca-

tion, identity, social security numbers, and many. One great challenge is that it is quite

hard to keep centralized monitoring due to the distributed nature of Fog nodes. During

transmission, attackers can easily gain access to steal essential information when the

Fog nodes are not well secured. More practical studies are needed to understand privacy

problems better and innovate current solutions to preserve data privacy [164]. Privacy

leakage often happens, even though end-users are never in accordance to release their
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personal information. There are some main areas of clients’ privacy: data privacy, loca-

tion privacy, identity privacy, and usage privacy [165].

3.5 Conclusion

In chapter 3, we performed an in-depth analysis of security and privacy for Cloud, Edge,

and Fog paradigms. We looked at some of the related terms on security and privacy while

defining them for example, vulnerability, threat, attacks, and countermeasures. The key

challenges on security and privacy witnessed by these paradigms are security attacks

and privacy leakage. While analysing data security and privacy for each of these men-

tioned paradigms, several differences and similarities were derived at in chapter 2, which

presented reasons for each paradigm’s considerations based on their benefits. Some

issues encountered by Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms in regard to data security and

privacy, shall be dwell on in chapter 4. Importantly, some attacks and their corresponding

countermeasures are presented as well.
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4 SECURITY AND PRIVACY ISSUES - SUGGESTED

SOLUTIONS

4.1 Information Security And Privacy Challenges

4.1.1 Cloud Paradigm Challenges

Data loss, privacy leakage, multi-tenancy, unpermitted access to management platforms,

Internet protocol, injection attacks are some of the main challenges faced in cloud com-

puting [166, 167]. Such challenges turn to make room for potential attacks, letting access

control to cybercriminals, granting access to unauthorized services, thereby disclosing

several classified data, if not all.

Cloud computing faces enormous threats when involved with these vulnerabilities and

thus affects business too, either directly or indirectly. One of the most reliable ways to

repel threats and attacks is to identify any one of them found and analyze the behav-

ior to have a proper understanding. This section explains the different cloud computing

issues [168].

Multi-tenancy

Multi-tenancy is used in providing services to different customers and organizations with

a particular software operating on the SaaS provider’s servers within the architectural

design. Every user company can utilize an application that is virtually designed in dividing

data and configuring it virtually with the help of specially designed software. In this SaaS

model, there is a high risk of vulnerability because clients turn to work with applications

of multi-tenancy manufactured by CSP. The maximum security of customer’s data is the

direct responsibility of the cloud provider since sensitive information such as financial and

individual data are hosted in their cloud system [107].

Managing resources and scheduling work are some methods used by cloud providers [169],

but hardware potential is fully attained through virtualization by cloud providers. Sand-

boxed setups refer to Virtual Machines (VM), which means they are completely separate

from one another. Hardware sharing with my clients is considered safe according to this
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mindset. On the other hand, cybercriminals (hackers) can gain access to the host when

the sandboxed system is having security setbacks [170]. The virtualization software is

strongly recommended since it is capable of showing recent vulnerabilities in cloud secu-

rity, such as retrieving data by targeting a VM on one machine through attacks through

cross-Virtual Machine side channel [171].

Integrity of Data

Security attention is greatly put on data integrity in the Cloud, which means any reply to a

data request sent must be from someone with an access privilege. Establishing a general

basic data integrity standard is important, though it is not still in place [172]. Trust is one

of those many values that clients are expected to demonstrate in the computing facet.

Today, a lot of firms or institutions encounter the issue of trust, and this hugely impacts

the handling of their data [173].

Unauthorised Access

One of the most vulnerable aspects of cloud computing is getting unauthorized access

to management platforms and resources. Users are so much exposed to this due to the

shared technologies often involved in cloud services. An acceptable way of mitigating

the security solution of such a scenario is by introducing access control. This helps in

securing the client’s personal information and its domain for privacy [174]. It is worth

noting that cybercriminals can simply have unauthorized access to cloud service systems

because of a single-style authentication model and also not very strong authentication

mechanisms been used [97].

Data loss and Leakage

The low cost of cloud services is one reason customers turn to migrate to the Cloud,

and it is warned that customers should pay attention to their important information since

various multifarious aspects can easily breach the security of their data. There is an in-

creased chance of data leakage or loss due to high traffic and usage of the Cloud. The

vulnerabilities and threats in cloud service are undeniable, posing a great security threat

to businesses and institutions. Significantly, it can be frustrating when you cannot retrieve

and restore data after accidentally deleting files from the Cloud due to a lack of a backup

system [97].

Malicious Insider

Every organization has different rules and regulations regarding recruitment policies and

information available to employees. However, some employees have higher status, which

guarantees them the privilege of accessing certain essential data within the company.

Based on CSA, they proposed the implementation of transparency in the general data
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security and management activities standard, outlining notification procedures during se-

curity failures, while using Service Level Agreement (SLA) as a demand for human re-

source, and finally establishing and exercising strict rules in the management of supply

chain [97].

In [175], it is far easier for a person with malicious ideas to work for a CSP since no

one is seen as a suspect. This individual can quickly be involved in malicious events,

especially if they have unhindered access to sensitive information, especially if the CSP

cannot strictly monitor its workers.

Identity Theft

Victims or organizations can suffer heavy impact due to weak passwords due to phishing

attacks by some attackers who turn to disguise as authentic persons to steal the different

important data of their victims. The sole reason for identity theft is to gain access to

sensitive digital resources of individuals and companies by any malicious means. Every

protected communication within the cloud system happens with access control, and this

is made possible by using an encryption key [176].

Man-in-the Middle Attack

During the flow of data from one end to another or between different systems, cyber-

criminals can easily take advantage and gain access, thereby having control of classified

data. This can easily occur when the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) is insecure due to inade-

quate configuration. Specifically, in cloud systems, hackers can attack the communication

within the information centers. Efficient SSL configuration and data analysis among ac-

cepted entities can go a long way to significantly lower the threat pose by middle man

attacker [177].

Denial of Service (DoS) Attack

DoS attacks targets such as institutions and various companies by limiting or stopping

them from accessing needed data. This creates a scenario where actual users partially

or lack service availability. Whenever the right persons using the cloud services try to

reach the data server to access information, access is denied. This happens because the

attacker uses a method in which he constantly congests the server of a precise resource

through request flooding, and the targeted server will then be unable to reply to a legiti-

mate access request. There exist several ways this attack can be performed, for example,

by way of SQL injection attack, bandwidth wastage, and also by way of incorrectly using

model resources [178].

During a DoS attack, several individual machines or sources are responsible for the heavy

flooding demands. Attempting to restrict or counteract a particular intruder is impossible

to halt the entire attack scenario. This action presents a complex view whereby it is very
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difficult to differentiate between malicious traffic and valid traffic. The primary aim here for

the attacker is to send wrong requests to the destination devices to stop the activities of

their resources. This is usually carried out by overloading the machine with more packet

size than the recommended size of a message in an IPv4 network [179].

Phishing Attack

This is one of the most common attacks in which the criminal turns to impersonate and

deceive their victims by leading them to fake or malicious links. The presence of the

Cloud makes it flexible for hackers also to hide their cloud hosting of numerous accounts

of different clients that uses cloud services utilizing phishing activities. There are two

kinds of threat divisions in which phishing can be grouped. Primary, Irresponsible attitude

whereby a cyber-criminal can also make full use of cloud services to host a site for a

phishing attack simply. Secondary, Cloud computing services and their many accounts

can be hijack [180].

4.1.2 Edge Paradigm Challenges

The Edge paradigm is considered to offer huge benefits to edge customers such as stor-

age, data processing, just to name a few. However, despite these many gains, unlike the

Cloud paradigm, Edge computing is still faced with big security and privacy challenges,

which we are going to explore in this segment below.

Data Injection

When a machine is vulnerable, an attacker can push harmful information into it to share

negative information. The act of injecting dangerous data by a malicious attacker into a

device is known as poisoning. Data can be faked, then used to create fraudulent mes-

sages to render the nodes of the target compromised, and it is called an external forgery,

for example, in a modern digital industrial production line where the adversary happens

to give false machine readings, thereby causing severe functional changes with the bad

aim to harm the devices [135].

Eavesdropping

In this scenario, an attacker can mask itself and secondarily observes network traffic

during transmission and capture data illegally. It is quite hard to point out this type of

attack because the attacker happens to hide inside the platform [181].
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Privacy Leakage

The absence of strict access control to the node of Edge can easily lead to data privacy

being tempered with. However, the attack strength is very little. The information generated

from devices situated at Edge proximity is stored and processed in the Edge data building.

Customers classified these Edge data buildings can leak information since the content is

known [182].

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)

The Edge paradigm suffers immensely from DDoS attacks. Attackers usually take ad-

vantage of network protocol vulnerabilities to launch attacks on Edge nodes, causing

network damage and restricting resource access and provision of services. Attackers

carry out these attacks by loading the server with a huge amount of data packets to shut

down the channel by jamming the server’s bandwidth. Another option is where the Cloud

data server or the Edge systems are being flooded with data packets to massively take

out resources [135].

Permission and Access Control

Unauthorized access is a major challenge as well in the Edge paradigm. It is impor-

tant to know an individual or employee before authorizing them to access any sensitive

information in the system. It can be achieved by establishing access control protocols.

Connectivity between several pieces of equipment and other services can be considered

secured when access control measures and permission are implemented [183].

4.1.3 Fog Paradigm Challenges

Cloud paradigm has countermeasures for its security and privacy threats. Notwithstand-

ing, these countermeasures may not apply to the Fog paradigm due to the active pres-

ence at the network edge of Fog entities. The immediate vicinity where Fog entities

operate will confront various threats which may not constitute a good functioning Cloud.

The security solutions in the Fog paradigm are improving and increasing well. However,

most of the published literature on Fog computing security and privacy does not provide

insights with an extensive assessment of the various issues. Importantly, we deliberate

on some security and privacy challenges encountered in the Fog paradigm.

Trust Issue

Looking into cloud systems and Fog systems, it is a bit different when analyzing the as-

pect of trust. Fog systems face trust design challenges due to the reciprocal demand for
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trust and the distributed nature of their network. Cloud computing platforms are different

since it already consists of pre-designed security models that match the industrial secu-

rity requirements granting customers and enterprises some measurement of trust within

the cloud system. However, this is not so with Fog computing networks which are more

exposed and liable to security and privacy attacks. Even though the same security mech-

anism can be deployed to every Fog node that makes up the Fog computing network, the

distributed design also makes it quite challenging to resolve the trust problem [184].

Malware Attacks

Infecting the Fog computing system with a malware attack is regarded as a very high-level

challenge in the network. It is carried out to steal sensitive data, breach confidential infor-

mation, and can even go further to refuse service with the help of a virus, spyware, Trojan

horse, or Ransomware. To assist Fog computing applications in mitigating these mali-

cious attacks, authentic defense mechanisms for virus or worm detection and advanced

anti-malware must be introduced [185].

Computation – Data Processing

Fog nodes often receive data collected from end-user equipment, processed, sent to the

Cloud system, or end-user pieces of equipment get forwarded information transmitted

from the Cloud. After the various processes, the data sent from end-users to Cloud

systems and the data sent from Fog nodes to Cloud are different in size and nature.

Another challenge here is that several providers have these Fog nodes making it hard to

be trusted due to the many security and privacy shortcomings arising after processing of

data [186].

Node Attack

Here, the attacker engages physically by targeting to capture the vulnerable nodes. There

are moments where the attacker can decide to alter the whole node, cause defects on the

hardware, or steal sensitive information from the Fog nodes by digitally sending mes-

sages and also causing sensor nodes distortion of classified data. Such attacks can have

damaging effects on the nodes of the Fog network, and observing these node sensors

will help identify issues and deploys some node capturing defense of algorithmic cryptog-

raphy [185].

Man in the Middle Attack

In this situation, the attacker takes charge of a vulnerable node during data transmission

between separate Fog nodes. The hostile equipment performs at the center of the nodes
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through eavesdropping, thereby extracting data stored and forward it during communi-

cation from the two authentic types of equipment. The two pieces of equipment cannot

notice the presence of an eavesdropper and therefore determine that only two of them

are connected and communicating. The severity of this attack is that it can potentially

violate confidentiality, creates a loss of integrity, and unauthorized privacy access in Fog

networks [185].

Privacy Preservation

There is a huge concern as customers using CSP, the IoT, and wireless systems face

data leaks of personal information. It is not easy to preserve this privacy in the Fog

network due to the closeness of Fog nodes to the customers’ environment. It can also

facilitate gathering plenty of vital information such as identity, location, and utility usages.

Privacy leakage can also occur when communication between Fog nodes becomes more

frequent [165].
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4.2 Suggested Solutions For Security and Privacy

4.2.1 Cloud Solutions

Cloud computing consists of several factors and thus brings about the importance of se-

curity in its various architectures. The differences in cloud systems mean different security

and privacy attention to be applied. Here, we attempted some of the countermeasures in

regards to cloud infrastructures as shown below [187].

Security from Services

■ Making sure the network is well segmented

■ Regular network monitoring

■ Make use of firewalls

■ Request must be established before authorization is granted.

■ An added Operating System acting layer such as TCB can be introduced. It collects

files in a secured manner.

■ Policies for access control should be encapsulated

■ Proper security for emails against malware and spams

■ Provision for data backup should the system break down.

■ Data encryption for customers.

■ Amenities for data recovery.

4.2.2 Edge Solutions

Despite the plenty of advantages presented by Edge computing, the security and pri-

vacy aspect has always been of much concern. Based on the challenges exhibited,

some countermeasures were proposed, such as blockchain. Other solutions are listed

below [188].

■ Data must be encrypted appropriately and with strong authentication to grant ac-

cess.

■ Decoy scheme for customer profiling, also known as User Behaviour Profiling (UBP).

The overall attitude of the customer is closely watched.

■ Network security standards should be the same with every Edge computing node.
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■ Use a specialized monitor to observe hardware performance with algorithms of

lightweight cryptography.

■ The constant use of detection means, such as IDS. This assists in drawing the

attention of a user whenever an intruder is detected.

■ An interactive platform should be developed where customers can keep track and

see all activities.

4.2.3 Fog Solutions

Some suggested countermeasures to Fog computing [163].

■ Trusted Platform Module (TRM): In this scenario, the Cloud and Edge share an

extra main key, but the Cloud is given access only to information which the key is

used in encryption.

■ Modified decoy technique (MDT): It is a scheme where attackers are rendered with

duplicated data and masked nodes which are not real. It is done by redesigning the

decoy technique from its original form. As the attackers gain access to these false

data, their identity details are exposed and retrieved, such as their Mac address.

■ Data encryption.

■ Monitoring of network through the use of Virtual Machine (VM).

■ Use of Decoy technique relating to UBP.
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4.3 Attacks and Countermeasures

In subsection 3.1.3, we briefly explained attacks and countermeasures in order to aid our

understanding when dealing with this topic. We must know that vulnerabilities, threats,

or security attacks can appear differently, and there exists no specific way of solving the

various security issues. Thus, to safeguard whether a Cloud, Edge, or Fog computing

system, several designed models must be considered. This will help create a joint force

of many reliable layer defense models [96].

4.3.1 Security and Privacy Attack Comparisons in Cloud, Edge and

Fog paradigms

Table 4.1 presents a detailed comparison of Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms based on a

designated OSI model layer. The table contains layers such as application, virtualization,

transport, network, and abstraction layer which consist of the physical and MAC layers.

Each of these layers are given brief descriptions on the role they play in the OSI model.

Different attack examples were found that are common to the three involved paradigms,

associated to the various layers. Each of these identified security attacks and privacy

leakages are matched to a specific proposed countermeasure. In some situations, same

countermeasure of a particular paradigm can be applicable to the other. However, due

to the complexity of these paradigms or their ecosystem, this deployment of a single

countermeasure is challenging.

As of now, end-devices don’t involve any established security measures. For this reason,

during data transmission security vulnerabilities are likely present. There is some vul-

nerability research underway to get an understanding on difference ways an end-device

or layer can face attack. It is of significance that vulnerability research projects must be

done extensively and in in-depth when studying attacks and its aspects [189]. At each

layer, we can deduce that security vulnerabilities are safeguarded differently. This defi-

nitely attains the basic security demands like, confidentiality, authenticity, integrity and not

the least, availability. In stopping leakages on data to illegitimate persons, cryptography is

suggested for data confidentiality. Although cryptography turns to offer better data confi-

dentiality, it does need additional computation power, thereby causing latency. Users and

End-devices have a close proximity to each other. Fog nodes are known to poses some

level of reach to data of individuals and especially the location where the data is gener-

ated. Data processed in Fog nodes are very significant security wise, due to its sensitivity

more than data in Cloud servers being processed, and requires enhanced protection.
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Layer Brief description
Attack
Examples

Specifics of paradigm/main proposed countermeasures

Cloud Edge Fog

A
pp

lic
at

io
n

Data inclined applications faces
attacks and if breached,
unpermitted access on websites is
reached. Malwares are of different
forms e.g., Trojan horse and virus.
An illegal software used to access
legitimate information. Attacks
HTTP [190].

HTTP
Flood

Application moni-
toring is highly rec-
ommended. Web
Application Firewalls
(WAF), Antivirus,
privacy protection
management [191]

Filtering mechanisms
and intrusion detection
systems [46]

HTTP-Redirect
scheme [192]

SQL Injec-
tion

SQL injection detection
using adaptive deep
learning [193]

Modifying circuits
thereby "minimizing
information leakage,
by intentionally adding
random noise or delay
to the data, imple-
menting a constant
execution path code
and balancing Ham-
ming weights" [194]

,SQL injection detec-
tion utilizing Elastic-
pooling [195]

Malwares Use of Antivirus Soft-
wares [191]

Signature-based and
behaviour-based
detection [196]

Mirai botnet detec-
tor [192]

V
irt

ua
liz

at
io

n

“It is defined as a pool of virtualized
computer resources”. Virtualisation
offers better usage of hardware
assets with an the opportunity for
additional services avoiding extra
costs for infrastructures.
Customers are provided with
virtual storage [197]

Hypervisor Strong configurations,
Always update host op-
erating system (OS)

Computational Audit-
ing

Robust Authentication
scheme

Data leak-
age

Encrypt stored
data/use secured
transmission medium
e.g SSL/TLS, Virtual
Firewall [198]

Homomorphic Encryp-
tion [199]

Isolation of user’s
data, Access con-
trol strictly based on
positions [185].

VM-Based Anti-viruses, anti-
spyware to mon-
itor illegal events
in guest Operating
System (OS) [200]

Identity and Authenti-
cation scheme such as
Identity-Based Encryp-
tion (IBE) [199]

Intrusion detection and
prevention mechanism
use for anomaly de-
tection, behavioural
assessment and
machine learning ap-
proach in classifying
attacks [192]

Tr
an

sp
or

t "Provides a total end-to-end
solution for reliable
communications". The two main
protocols are TCP and UDP. The
smooth performance in
communication strongly depends
on TCP/IP between user and
server [201].

TCP
Flood

Firewalls, SYN
Cache [202]

SYN cookies [203] Firewalls [204]

UDP
Flood

Graphene design for
secure communica-
tion [205]

Response rate for UDP
packets should be re-
duced [204]

Response rate for UDP
packets same as in
Edge, should be re-
duced [204]

Session
hijacking

AES-GCM symmetric
encryption [205]

User light-weight
authentication algo-
rithm [203]

Encrypting commu-
nication using two-
ways/multi-purpose
authentication [163]

N
et

w
or

k The routing of data packets across
different networks from a source to
an end node, is performed by the
network layer [206].

DoS
attack

Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) [207],
Access Security

Network Authentica-
tion mechanisms

Deploy routing security
and observing the be-
haviour of nodes [208]

MITM Data Encryption [191] Time
stamps/Encryption
Algorithm [194]

Use of Authentication
schemes [185]

Spoofing
attacks

Identity Authentica-
tion [191]

Secure trust
schemes [74]

Secured identification
and Strong authentica-
tion [74]

P
H

Y
/M

A
C

The physical layer simply depicts
the manner how equipments are
physically hooked up to a cabled or
cableless network system and are
able to be sorted for physical
addressing with the help of a
designated MAC address. [209]

Eaves-
dropping

Encryption, Cryptogra-
phy [210]

Data Encryption us-
ing asymmetric AES
scheme [211]

Protection of identity
by use of Identity
Based Cryptogra-
phy (IBC) [212]

Tampering Detection of be-
havioural pattern

Observe manner of be-
haviour [210]

Multicast authentica-
tion as a Public Key In-
frastructure (PKI) [213]

Replay at-
tack

Dynamic identity-
based authentication
model [214]

Authentication mecha-
nisms [215]

Key generation ap-
proach [215]

Table 4.1. Attack specifics of paradigms and suggested countermeasures
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4.4 Conclusion

This chapter has executed detailed security and privacy analysis of Cloud, Edge, and

Fog paradigms. We also looked into the different reasons why these paradigms were

considered while analyzing their challenges as well. Importantly, some attacks faced by

each paradigm were also observed, and to establish an adequate defense mechanism

against these attacks, it is imperative to set up specific security corresponding counter-

measures for each attack. Beware that certain system demands and limitations should

be considered when deploying security mechanisms to counter attacks.

Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms consists of applications, resources, and massive quan-

tity of End-devices within a given centralized or decentralized area, existing together and

inter-communicating. Therefore, the huge potential for vulnerabilities in security and pri-

vacy does exist. One good way of screening systems for possible vulnerabilities is by

auditing security standards.

Vulnerabilities in any system, might expressly grant attackers partial or full access to

cause severe harm. If a data is breached, it can expose critical information of individuals

or organizations. An attack can cause serious malfunctioning of an entire network and

creates disruptions. We found that, be it threats, attacks, or vulnerabilities of the examined

paradigms whether joint and/or apart, the main target is to gain access to sensitive data.

Importantly, we also found that, each of these vulnerabilities can be properly discovered

with the right tools and approaches. Despite the persistent search for vulnerabilities in

systems by attackers (hackers/cybercriminals), there are up-to-date sophisticated coun-

termeasures to mitigate such threats, be it from within or external. Most essentially, each

vulnerability has a specific mechanism to counter its threats and attacks. Besides, an-

other important aspect found is that, the vulnerabilities turns to undermine the security

and privacy of the related paradigms,thereby exposing them (data) to potential security

attacks and privacy leakages.

Next, in chapter 5, we shall be discussing the shortcomings, conclusions and future

research pathways of this research work.
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5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Shortcomings

Based on this systematic literature review, included evidence display Search Strategy as

a challenging area. Another difficult area in this SLR is data extraction involving inclusion

and exclusion aspects, with difficulties figuring out important synonyms and secondary

words. Another issue encountered was keeping and handling the acquired outcomes

properly at the search level. The exportation of references by databases has various

supported styles, as well as some to be exported are not supported. Dealing with a

massive number of saved acquired evidence manually is tiring and time-consuming. It will

greatly assist researchers when several databases can be made available with a simple

search platform that also organizes citations. Modern and substantial tools are needed

to generalize systematic literature review data adequately. The research was furthered

by conducting an alternative search by closely analyzing included sources to widen the

search scheme. A comprehensive review is executed once the data extraction from sub-

searches is done. It is worth noting that some papers were limited in precise information

on results and models. We often noticed that models or methods did not have sufficient

explanation. These pose a challenge in sorting out some of the papers’ research models,

especially in retrieving information in the desired way.

5.2 Conclusions and Future Research Pathways

The essential aim of this thesis was to execute a comprehensive article review on Cloud,

Edge, and Fog paradigms, respectively, with a special focus on identifying similarities,

differences, attacks, and countermeasures based on security and privacy aspects.

One big challenge in most SLR is gathering every single paper relating to the field of work,

but desirably representing these papers is far more vital than showcasing a huge amount

of documents. We developed search queries in a methodological pattern to obtain a good

review, and several databases were queried for studies. A possible 447 important papers
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were gotten from the start search queries and were slashed down to 77 selected papers

employing a Systematic scheme consisting of various stages. For the sole goal of this

work, different papers were read extensively and critically analyzed. We moved further

to deliberate the existing security and privacy challenges, vulnerabilities, threats, attacks,

and some specifics of the main suggested countermeasures.

In terms of thesis structuring, Chapter 1, introduces the approach methodology, while

Chapter 2, gave an overview of Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms, focusing on their dif-

ferent architecture, network, processing, and storage capabilities. Chapter 3, made a

detailed analysis of the three mentioned paradigms based on their security and privacy

aspects. Chapter 4, presented a more extensive review on security and privacy issues,

with suggested solutions. Table 4.1 shows several attacks with proposed countermea-

sures of Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms. According to the Open System Interconnec-

tion(OSI) model, the attacks were classified based on layers, briefly describing each of

these layers involved.

Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms create a substantial heterogeneous quantity of data

capable of being managed on a centralized or distributed system. Looking at the dis-

cussions presented in this work, we deduced that the security and privacy issues on the

heterogeneity of this ecosystem are a significant challenge. Data transfer from one end

to another creates many security and privacy vulnerabilities, even though some of these

weaknesses can be detected quickly. Solutions can not be swiftly deployed to user de-

vices simply because of the complexity of the ecosystem. However, IDS mechanisms

are largely significant for different paradigms, as some are considered effective in coun-

tering DoS/DDoS attacks (Zero-day-attack). In certain scenarios, gateway devices are

introduced to provide higher processing power if needed by IDS mechanisms.

Security and privacy are considered primary drawbacks, limiting several institutions and

organizations to adopt Cloud technology. These paradigms face different security and

privacy threats, but the most outstanding are DoS/DDoS attacks, as mentioned earlier.

For instance, Cloud customers can suffer heavily if Cloud services and resources are

breached for a moment by attackers. CC encounters high latency and high costs in

communication and data storage. These issues are present because of the centralized

nature of the Cloud and its geographical distance from end-devices that produces data.

To resolve these shortcomings in the cloud, Edge Computing was introduced as a CC

extension.

Between the Cloud and the user-device platform is situated the Edge platform. We found

that Edge network to end-device platform experiences much more latency reduction than

Cloud platform to end-devices. This feature is very relevant to the Edge paradigm. Reach-

ing the end-device platform, there is a rapid drop in security when migrating from the

Cloud platform to the Edge platform due to the Edge network being decentralized (dis-
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tributed) in nature. Also, observing the migration of data to end-devices from Cloud plat-

form via Edge network, the storage capacity sharply reduces. There is also a rapid de-

crease in real-time as data moves from end-devices via the Edge platform to the Cloud

platform. For longer storage needs, a Cloud platform is utilized. Storage or processing

of data from the end-devices occurs in the Edge platform. Despite the emerging of Edge

Computing, vulnerabilities and threats still exist, and this, therefore, calls for strict mea-

sures with enhanced security and privacy techniques. Fog paradigm was considered to

ameliorate Cloud and Edge paradigms.

Like the Edge paradigm, the Fog paradigm is also known to be an extension of the Cloud

paradigm extending to the Edge network while rendering services such as computation,

networking, data storage, and others close to the end-devices rather than moving data to

the Cloud platform. However, the introduction of the Fog paradigm is seen to improve the

infrastructural network to match the demands of large data quantity while enhancing the

processing strength efficiently. Fog paradigm can ameliorate issues like mobility, com-

plexity in a distribution environment, location identity, real-time response, and security

and privacy aspects. The fog paradigm does not depend on the Cloud data center but

instead relies on end-devices to store and process its data. Broader availability of node

access gives some level of flexibility to the applications. Like the Fog paradigm, the Edge

paradigm also permits the handling of computation at the network edge, which is very

near where data is generated. What makes the Fog paradigm different from the Edge

paradigm is its ability for Fog nodes to interconnect, while the Edge paradigm operates

with separate Edge nodes.

Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability are the three most significant security and pri-

vacy expectations. The transfer and storage of data must be confidential, with integrity,

and made available. Confidentiality grants data access only to individuals and organiza-

tions that own these data. During the transfer of data within the different user layers, the

main network, storing and processing data in Cloud, Edge, or Fog paradigm, its access is

strongly restricted. Encrypting data is a way of achieving confidentiality. Data correctness

and consistency is a model of integrity which avoids information being tampered with or

modified. Some mechanisms can be used for verifying sent and received data integrity.

Only authorized persons are granted access to available data. Thus, availability deter-

mines that data must be available anywhere at any time based on established policies.

To attain these expectations, various instruments, patterns, methodologies, and mecha-

nisms such as cryptography, encryption, authentication, and others are deployed to the

multiple platforms (layers) when data is being transferred and stored.

Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms exhibit the same view of providing QoS to customers,

but they all have a separate set of features that makes them differ from one another, as we

have explained in this work. However, the Fog paradigm is designated the most effective

and reliable system to better handle the security and privacy challenges encountered.
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Even though the Fog paradigm can offer better security and privacy services to end-

devices in general, some features of the Fog paradigm like decentralization, constraints

of resources, homogeneity, and virtualized systems are vulnerable to security and pri-

vacy challenges in comparison to the Cloud paradigm, which is centralized. Due to the

absence of standardization regarding countermeasures deployment, highly effective se-

curity and privacy mitigation in the Cloud paradigm cannot be implemented straight to the

Fog paradigm because of the named features above. Therefore, Fog systems do need

innovative countermeasures to address these challenges. Future research should also

be on new techniques and mechanisms that can fit Fog paradigm features and possibly

cross-platform countermeasure tools. Hence, they should be suggestions for effective

and efficient solutions.
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A METHODOLOGY: SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW

A.1 Criteria For Eligibility

Understanding and knowing about eligibility criteria makes it an important and easy to up-

hold the comprehensive, applicable, and validity of a literature review. Authors of reviews

are expected to indicate and be specific in presenting the different eligibility criteria been

utilized in reviews. The eligibility criteria involve different phases in the methodology of lit-

erature reviews in this thesis work and guarantee the unbiased and systematic selection

of various studies, thereby playing a vital role in developing a search strategy as ex-

pected. Obtaining a substantial and meaningful result, the thesis approached the survey

on diverse released literature obtained via a renowned database for academic journals,

such as Scopus, ScienceDirect, IEEE Xplore, SpringerLink, and Google Scholar [216].

The first thing in the mind of any reader is to figure out the systematic review question,

which will often ask, what the research question is all about? [217] [218]. Most essen-

tially, the basic rule is that there must be a direct reflection of the research question to the

research topic. Sometimes, it is also encouraged that if the research question can not

reflect the topic, it should be mentioned in the abstract section accompanied by the text.

Constructing the question is something that has to be in a simplified form, whereby read-

ers can easily comprehend and re-construct in their different vocabularies [217] [218]. It

must be noted that the PICO principle was established in the year 1995 and is now a

universally acceptable format used in formulating research questions [219].

PICO CATEGORY Important Notes

Participants Cloud, Edge and Fog Computing providers/customers.

Intervention Security and Privacy

Comparison Similarities and Differences

Outcome Protection of applications, infrastructures and data from
threats

Table A.1. PICO Summary [220]

The eligibility criteria performed here are based on studies relating to Cloud, Edge, and
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Fog Paradigms, focusing on Security and Privacy. Peer-reviewed journals were primarily

considered, and related articles were randomly chosen without a specific year of publica-

tion, at least dating back 10 – 15 years, mainly in the English language, and was carried

out in an academic research setup, involving participants as providers and customers in

Cloud Computing sector, with Security and Privacy studied as an intervention without any

comparison. The main purpose of the intervention was to gain a comprehensive outcome

of enhancing security measures and privacy management policies in organizations.

The main target of this thesis is to acquire a deeper understanding of research papers

relating to security and privacy in Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms. In the light of gain-

ing a wholistic insight of the study area, we had to define the thesis topic by importantly

constructing four vital systematic literature review (SLR) research questions (RQ). The

research questions aim to facilitate segmenting and good comprehension of the stud-

ies existing within this subject matter. This will also enhance the recognition of different

limitations and other research pathways ahead. Below are the four generated research

questions:

RQ1: What is the role of information security and privacy in the Cloud, Edge, and Fog

paradigm?

RQ2: What are the attacks and countermeasures involved?

RQ3: What are their differences and similarities?

RQ4: What are the suggested solutions and future research paths?

Figure A.1 shows related objectives to the defined research questions, which further

gives us a well-guided approach in our SLR process. RQs, provide a path to engage,

while the objectives pilot the entire research process with specific studies base on the

research theme.

Main methodology guide https://ieeexplore-ieee-org.libproxy.tuni.fi/document/9076176  

 

 Research Questions Objectives 

RQ1 Role of information security and data privacy 

in Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms? 

 

To analyze Cloud, Edge and Fog Computing based on data 

security and data privacy. 

 

RQ2 What are the countermeasures? 

 

To specify the countermeasures for each level found in the 

literatures. 

 

 

RQ3 What are their differences and similarities? 

 

Identifying specifics, differences, and similarities on all 

levels for each (architecture, network, processing, storage, 

etc.).  

 

RQ4 What are the suggested solutions and future 

research paths? 

 

 

Identify and clearly summarize the challenges (including 

qualitative analysis) and future research directions of the 

flexible system (abstraction) that relies on any of the listed 

paradigms. 

 

 

 

Research questions with related objectives 

  

Figure A.1. Research questions with related objectives
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A.2 Data Sources

Knowing and understanding, especially what area or databases to search for journals and

articles, is a good path towards achieving a smooth, systematic review success. Every

study has its specific databases to locate the essential journals needed. Different elec-

tronic databases were searched to figure out the various studies specifically, while also

reference lists of journals were systematically scanned, and experts like my supervisor in

the field of Cloud Computing were consulted. There was a limit stated for language, and

non-English papers were not considered.

Figure A.2 shows several databases were used as searches were done in platforms such

as Andor (Tampere University Library’s discovery service), IEEE Xplore (2015 - Present),

Scopus (2015 - Present), Web of Science (2015 - Present), Springer (2015 - Present),

ScienceDirect (2015 - Present), and other sources such as ResearchGate and Google

Scholar (2015 - Present). On the other hand, few related articles with important materials

reflecting the thesis title were hand-searched.
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Figure A.2. Information Sources Used
[221]

A.3 Search Strategy

Conducting a systematic literature review takes a huge amount of time. To adequately

manage and use lesser time during search with databases, the research must be well

structured and consistent. It is always advised to keep a proper track of search history

as searching advances and is narrowed down to get the most relevant materials. A good

search approach can generate relevant results, especially when keywords, titles, authors,

and filters are appropriately applied [222].

The different databases used in performing this extensive but essential review search

include Scopus, Web of Science, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, ProQuest, Ebsco, Springer,

and ResearchGate. The selected sources were chosen because of their huge importance

and are widely considered as the most relevant academic databases within the facet of

engineering, particularly software and information technology engineering [223]. Some
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grey literature was also searched in Google Scholar. All these were done right up to

February 1, 2021. Generally, the quality of the various articles or journals searched was

the main goal for a good outcome primarily, while the reduced duration for searching the

literature during search progress was the secondary obtained result. These outcomes

were also made possible due to using a PICO guide acting as a tool model for a search

strategy, unlike an unguided search process [224].

Respective search keywords used to find essential academic articles are theme, abstract,

and index phrase. However, some steps were applied to formulate the key search words

as presented below:

1. The research questions assisted in creating keywords.

2. Main terms were viewed in potential articles and necessary books.

3. Synonyms for key terms are identified with secondary spellings.

4. We made use of the Boolean operation OR to include synonyms and secondary

spellings.

5. To combine several key terms, we use the Boolean AND.

“Cloud Computing” or “Edge Computing” or “Fog Computing” or “Security and Privacy”

or “Security” or “Privacy.” The inclusion criteria used in choosing the research papers

were done individually by reading through several academic articles and journals. All the

criteria met by the various research studies were validated for selection in this systematic

literature review [223].

A collection of pre-defined definitions and approaches were established to come up with

the search words [225] [226]. After that, they were used to create the following search

strings for the studies: Use of the Boolean operator "OR" to include secondary words or

spellings, and the use of the Boolean operator "AND" to enable that all the combination

of search terms are cloud computing OR edge computing OR fog computing OR security

OR privacy. The keywords for the research were all derived from the title of the thesis.

Cloud computing, Edge computing, Fog computing, security, and privacy are the key-

words in question. Different search strings were formulated for different search engines,

but the main search terms used in IEEE Xplore, is as follow: ("All Metadata":Cloud com-

puting) AND ("All Metadata":edge computing) AND ("All Metadata":fog computing) AND

("All Metadata":security) AND ("All Metadata":privacy) [221]. Some complete search ex-

pressions were generated as seen below:

("cloud computing*" OR "edge computing*" OR "fog computing") AND (Security*) AND

(edge OR cloud OR fog OR approximate OR IoT OR "Internet of Things" OR security OR

privacy)

1. “Cloud Computing” AND “Security and Privacy” OR “Cloud Computing” AND “Security”
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OR “Cloud Computing” AND “Privacy”

2. “Edge Computing” AND “Security and Privacy” OR “Edge Computing” AND “Security”

OR “Edge Computing” AND “Privacy”

3. “Fog Computing” AND “Security and Privacy” OR “Fog Computing” AND “Security” OR

“Fog Computing” AND “Privacy”

Zotero software system (https://www.zotero.org/) was utilized to save and deal with iden-

tified studies from the search outcome. We were able to retain X essential articles gotten

from the search steps in Figure A.3. Figure X details the number of literature studies

found, included, excluded, and the final number maintained.

A.4 Study Selection

After completing the systematic literature review planning stage, it is then time to proceed

to the important aspect of the study, which is the selection part that deals with a compre-

hensive screening of the various academic articles. The screening process is considered

very decisive because it has to do with paper reduction, or in other words, to narrow down

the number of acquired articles to be processed and examined. The main goal here is

to achieve or select the most relevant articles worthy for the intended purpose of the

study [227].

Figure A.3 depicts the reason for study selection criteria which is aimed to look for pri-

mary studies that show clear proof about the research issue. Selection criteria are de-

termined during the protocol specification to minimize the risk of bias, but they may be

readjusted as the search process goes on. The research question acts as a guide to the

inclusion and exclusion criteria, which is well supervised, thereby making sure, there is

adequate understanding in interpretation and correct classification of studies [225].

Table A.2 shows a generated inclusion and exclusion criteria, as it is well outlined with

the use of special selection. The study selection was performed by scanning through the

topics, abstracts, publication year, and full content.
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Search engines with search string/keywords (Security & Privacy) 

Manual glance on headings of articles 

Studies selected from designated databases 

Mostly studies within 2015 – 2021  

Other random studies selected from 2000 

Abstracts of studies manually scanned  

Contents of studies manually scanned 

Final selection of articles 

Figure A.3. Study Selection [228]

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria

- A paper is regarded fit for inclusion as
a journal, survey, or conference article
to acquire an important highest stan-
dard.

- Papers not dwelling on security and
privacy in Cloud, Edge, and Fog
paradigm are excluded.

Published articles between 2010 and
April 2021 are considered for inclu-
sion to involve the most recent tech-
niques used to address security and
privacy issues in the various men-
tioned paradigms.

- Exclusion is considered for papers
not available online or reachable on
different digital databases.

- Only English articles were consid-
ered

- Non-English papers were excluded
as well.

Table A.2. Inclusion and exclusion outlines
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A.5 Quality Assessment of Study

The extracted quantitative information of meta-analysis is the primary assessment base-

line applied by the chosen articles with quality assessment (QA), considered a vital ap-

proach for information synthesis. In this review, the extracted data were achieved from

several academic databases, and the quantity of information is quite less, which makes

meta-analysis not appropriate here. As a matter of this, the quality assessment outcome

was never utilized to measure the extracted information. However, the research outcomes

were carefully interpreted, and the level of evidence was noted. These were made possi-

ble through coordination by using quality assessment.

Three basic quality assessment conditions were formulated to measure the essential pa-

pers’ strength, authenticity, and vitality. Table A.3 shows the formulated questions. There

are three choices of responses relating to individual questions: Yes, Partially, or Not.

Scoring the various responses, we got: Yes=2, Partially=1, and Not=0. To achieve a

quality assessment mark for any research performed, we sum the quality mark of the

responses to the quality assessment demands.

Category Conditions

QA1 The prime target of the article is security and
privacy

QA2 Goals are visibly expressed

QA3 Literatures are main research or primary papers

Table A.3. Quality Assessment conditions [229]

A.6 Data Extraction

Primarily, the aim of data extraction is for defining and carrying out information extraction

step-by-steps to keep the information gotten through the initial research and minimize

some bias. Furthermore, the extracted information extracted can then be synthesized to

provide a good response to the research or thesis questions. Generally, it is very impor-

tant to perform information extraction and analysis, which helps to offer answers to spe-

cific research demands. In answering the research demands, vital information was thor-

oughly recorded from the X studies to meet the inclusion requirement. The documented

aspects are as seen: Authors, title, publishing year, journal, surveys, conferences, nature

of article, security and privacy considerations, their differences and similarities, the level

of the technological approach been used, attacks, and their countermeasures. More-

over, the presence of weaknesses in the security and privacy of Cloud, Edge, and Fog

paradigms renders an identified future research pathway.
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A.7 Data Synthesis

"Data synthesis is aimed to aggregate the evidence from chosen studies to answer the

research questions [230]." One set of proof can pose a little force of evidence, but the

totality of them severally can create a strengthened view (41). The retrieved data in this

thesis involves both qualitative information (comparisons, attacks, and countermeasures

of the various paradigms). In most cases, researchers will engage various approaches to

synthesize the retrieved information concerning several types of review questions. How-

ever, in this case, the synthesis approach used is expressed as seen below.

Because of information relating to RQs, an approach known as the reciprocal translation

was used in qualitative information synthesis and is known to be a meta-ethnography

strategy. According to Kitchenham and Charters, “when studies are about similar things

and researchers are attempting to provide an additive summary, synthesis can be achieved

by ‘translating’ each case into each of the other cases” [231]. Based on this study, a two-

way translation model is introduced when security and privacy in Cloud, Edge, and Fog

paradigms are extracted from several identical papers. This security and privacy will be

interpreted as a combined explanation of security and privacy. For example, considering

that we managed to sort out three various, but unified explanations based on security in

Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms from three papers: (1) protects the system, (2) can eas-

ily identify threats, and (3) response time to threats are good. Looking at the listed points,

we can use the reciprocal translation by harmonizing the stated three explanations into a

single phrase, “quick in protecting against threats” [232].
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